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In 1991, the Supreme Court signalled a change in its attitude toward the enforcement of agreements between employers and individual employees to arbitrate statutory fair employment practice claims. Although Gilmer v. Interstate Johnson/Lane Corp. approved the arbitration of claims arising under just one of the several existing fair employment practice statutes, the rationale and result of Gilmer are likely to apply to claims brought under other fair employment practice statutes. This Article explores the potential impact of the post-Gilmer proliferation of these employer-employee agreements on the continued viability of the employment-at-will doctrine.

Combining existing limitations on the employment-at-will doctrine with employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory fair employment practice claims will produce results on two distinct levels. First, the authors identify those effects resulting directly from the interaction of the at-will doctrine with agreements to arbitrate—those flowing from the implied covenant of good faith doctrine, the implied-in-
fact/enforceable promises doctrine, and the public policy exception to the employment-at-will doctrine.

The authors foresee a second level of interaction that may ultimately have a profound impact on the discretion of at-will employers. They posit that when arbitration of statutory fair employment practice claims becomes commonplace, employers will be obligated to arbitrate virtually all challenged discharges of traditional protected-group members under an emergent de facto just cause standard, a standard that will greatly constrain the at-will employer's right to discharge protected group members for reasons other than those proscribed by statute. Moreover, employers may also be compelled to arbitrate the discharges of nonprotected-group members. Thus, by agreeing to arbitrate employee statutory fair employment practice claims, employers may inadvertently limit or surrender their remaining discretion under the employment-at-will doctrine.
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I. INTRODUCTION

American employers are unique. Among the major developed countries, only the United States permits private sector nonunionized employers, not otherwise contractually constrained, to discharge employees for virtually any reason or for no reason at all.1 Instead

1. The United States is the only major industrialized democracy in which employees do not enjoy some form of statutory workplace due process guarantee protecting them from unfair or arbitrary termination of their employment. See Benjamin Aaron, Settlement of Disputes Over Rights, in COMPARATIVE LABOUR LAW AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 260, 272-77 (R. Blanpain ed., 1982) (noting that "in the USA, unorganized workers have
of a single statute that prohibits unjust dismissals, American employers face a patchwork of statutory bars on certain types of conduct deemed unacceptable because it discriminates against various insular groups on the basis of race, color, national origin, gender, religious beliefs and practices, disability, age, or other status.\(^2\)

The employment-at-will doctrine (EAWD), which provides the rationale for giving employers broad discretion to discharge employees, has served as the touchstone for the legal dimension of the American employer-employee relationship for some one hundred years. The thesis of this Article is that recent changes in the law of commercial arbitration, and the concomitant move toward the increased use of arbitration to resolve employer-employee disputes, may, over time, render hollow this once impregnable and indispensable doctrine. This thesis springs from two potentially significant, but previously unexplored, dimensions of the intersection between fair

---

employment practices (FEP) law and the EAWD as it arises within the context of employer-employee agreements to arbitrate employee statutory FEP claims.

The scholarly literature and management press are replete with references to employers' concerns about the ubiquitous threat of lawsuits filed by employees who believe their discharges, demotions, lack of career progress, or other unfavorable treatment are the result of illegal employment discrimination.\(^3\) The Civil Rights Act of 1991\(^4\) heightened these concerns by sanctioning the recovery of compensatory and punitive damages and guaranteeing the right to a jury trial for plaintiffs who claim intentional acts of employment discrimination.\(^5\)

---


Anxiety over the costs, complexity, and consternation associated with traditional civil litigation\(^6\) has propelled employers to search for alternatives to litigation to achieve prompt, cost-effective, and accurate resolutions of employees' statutory FEP claims.\(^7\) The use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) methods, especially binding arbitration, significantly accelerated after the 1991 opinion of the United States Supreme Court in \textit{Gilmer v. Interstate/Johnson Lane Corp.},\(^8\) which expressly approved employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims.

Most commentary responding to \textit{Gilmer} has concerned the increased use of arbitration to resolve statutory FEP claims.\(^9\) This

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{FEP} = Federal Employment Practices
\end{itemize}
Article seeks to move the dialogue beyond such threshold issues. It addresses a critical question, not yet examined in the literature, that will become apparent only when the arbitration of statutory FEP claims becomes widespread among nonunionized employers: Can at-will employers secure the purported benefits of arbitrating statutory fair employment practices claims without inadvertently limiting—or completely surrendering—the discretion they presently enjoy under the EAWD? The answer lies in an evaluation of both the specific and broader effects resulting from the interaction between the EAWD and employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims, as will be described immediately below and analyzed in later portions of this article.10

As a foundation for the analysis, this Article first surveys the changing law of employment arbitration and considers binding arbitration as an appropriate device for adjudicating statutory FEP claims.11 Next, this Article explores the origins and application of the contemporary EAWD, with particular emphasis on the judicially fashioned exceptions to the doctrine.12 The Article will then detail the specific, obvious effects of the interaction between the modern EAWD and employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims,13 focusing on the interplay between the three primary limitations on the modern EAWD (the implied covenant of good faith, the implied-in-fact contract terms/enforceable promises doctrine,
and the public policy exception) and employer efforts to formulate and implement a binding arbitration device.

Subsequently, the Article discusses three broader results of the interaction between the EAWD and FEP arbitration. These results, which will be referred to as the "broad interaction effects," are particularly significant because their impact will become apparent only with the widespread use of arbitration as an alternative means for adjudicating employee statutory FEP claims. The Article illustrates how the EAWD/FEP interaction will, first, obligate at-will employers to arbitrate virtually all challenged discharges of members of traditionally protected groups; second, result in the imposition of a de facto just cause standard that will greatly constrain the discretion of at-will employers to discharge protected-group members for illegitimate reasons not proscribed by the various FEP statutes; and third, impede the ability of at-will employers to refuse to arbitrate the discharges of nonprotected-group members. The Article concludes with a look at the full scope of the ramifications for at-will employers inherent in the decision to arbitrate statutory FEP claims.

II. **Gilmer and the Changing Law of Employment Arbitration**

The central question in this inquiry was of little significance until the Supreme Court’s 1991 decision in *Gilmer v. Interstate/Johnson Lane Corp.* Prior to *Gilmer*, the conventional wisdom was that the federal judiciary would never deem arbitration a suitable surrogate for judicial enforcement of statutory bars on employment discrimination. That view was based on *Alexander v. Gardner-Denver Co.*, a 1974 decision of the Supreme Court. In *Gardner-Denver*, the Court considered whether a discharged African-American employee, whose claim of illegal racial discrimination had been rejected under the contractual binding arbitration mechanism, agreed to by his employer and representative union, nevertheless had a right to a trial de

---

14. *See infra* part VI.
15. *See infra* notes 204-23 and accompanying text.
16. *See infra* notes 224-55 and accompanying text.
17. *See infra* notes 256-94 and accompanying text.
18. *See infra* part VII.
21. *Id.* at 39-42. The arbitrator previously held that the plaintiff employee's discharge was for just cause. *Id.* at 42. The arbitration award made no reference to the employee's
novo under Title VII.\textsuperscript{22} Answering "yes" to that question,\textsuperscript{23} the Supreme Court established a presumption that arbitration is not an appropriate device for the final and binding adjudication of statute-based FEP claims.

In so holding, the Supreme Court observed that "[a]rbitral procedures, while well suited to the resolution of contractual disputes, make arbitration a comparatively inappropriate forum for the final resolution of rights created by Title VII."\textsuperscript{24} Citing a number of shortcomings in the arbitration process that it believed limited the substantive and procedural rights afforded the claimant employee, the Court characterized arbitration as "comparatively inferior to judicial processes in the protection of Title VII rights."\textsuperscript{25} The \textit{Gardner-Denver} presumption that arbitration is an inferior and inappropriate method for resolving Title VII (and other statutory FEP) claims served as the touchstone for discussion of these matters for almost twenty years.

\textit{Gilmer} may signal a departure from \textit{Gardner-Denver}. Unlike \textit{Gardner-Denver}, \textit{Gilmer} involved an arbitration agreement between an individual employee and his employer.\textsuperscript{26} Following his termination at age sixty-two, Robert Gilmer filed a charge with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission alleging that his discharge violated the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA).\textsuperscript{27} When Gilmer subsequently brought suit in federal court, the employer filed a motion to compel arbitration.\textsuperscript{28} The district court, relying on \textit{Gardner-Denver}, denied the employer's motion.\textsuperscript{29} In affirming the reversal of the district court by the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals, the Supreme Court concluded that Gilmer "ha[d]...
not met his burden of showing that Congress, in enacting the ADEA, intended to preclude arbitration of claims under that Act.'

Gilmore offers three reasons to doubt the viability of Gardner-Denver. First, the specific result reached in Gilmer provides the first reason for doubting the continued viability of the Gardner-Denver presumption. The Court expressly held that arbitration of claims of illegal age discrimination is not inconsistent with the ADEA, and it affirmed a lower court order directing a recalcitrant plaintiff-employee to proceed to final and binding arbitration of his statutory FEP claim. More significant, however, is the apparent change in the attitude of the Court regarding the general suitability of arbitration for adjudicating alleged violations of the statutory FEP rights of individual employees under the ADEA, Title VII, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and the remaining FEP statutes.

Second, the Court's commentary regarding Gilmer's challenges to the adequacy of the procedural and substantive dimensions of arbitration for adjudicating statutory FEP claims questions Gardner-Denver. The Court stated:

[In our recent arbitration cases we have already rejected most of these arguments as insufficient to preclude arbitration of statutory claims. Such generalized attacks on arbitration 'res[t] on suspicion of arbitration as a method of weakening the protections afforded in the substantive law to would-be complainants,' and as such, they are "far out of step with our current strong endorsement of the federal statutes favoring this method of resolving disputes."]

The Court also observed that: "'So long as the prospective litigant effectively may vindicate [his or her] statutory cause of action in the arbitral forum, the [ADEA] will continue to serve both its remedial and deterrent function[s].'" The third, arguably pivotal, dimension of Gilmer lies in the Court's rejection of the argument that Gardner-Denver and its progeny preclude final and binding arbitration of statutory FEP claims. The key to the Court's refusal to follow the Gardner-Denver result is in the distinction it drew between the arbitration of an

30. Id.
31. Id. at 27.
32. Id. at 35.
33. Id. at 30 (quoting Rodriguez de Quijas v. Shearson/Am. Express, Inc., 490 U.S. 477, 481 (1989)).
34. Id. at 28 (quoting Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Soler Chrysler-Plymouth, Inc., 473 U.S. 614, 637 (1985)).
individual employee’s statutory FEP claim under the terms of a collective bargaining agreement and the arbitration of the same under a separate contract between the employee and the employer, in which the parties agree to arbitrate employment-related disputes.\textsuperscript{35} The \textit{Gilmer} Court observed:

The Court in \textit{Alexander v. Gardner-Denver Co.} also expressed the view that arbitration was inferior to the judicial process for resolving statutory claims. That “mistrust of the arbitral process,” however, has been undermined by our recent arbitration decisions. “[W]e are well past the time when judicial suspicion of the desirability of arbitration and of the competence of arbitral tribunals inhibited the development of arbitration as an alternative means of dispute resolution.”\textsuperscript{36} \textit{Gilmer}, therefore, signals a drastic shift in the Court’s attitude toward the arbitration of statutory FEP claims.

The explanation for that change in attitude is the Court’s tacit selection of the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA),\textsuperscript{37} rather than national labor policy, as controlling the evaluation and enforcement of individual employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims. By treating these as commercial arbitration agreements subject to the FAA, rather than to labor policy, the Court freed itself of the need to protect the interests of the individual employee whose representative union has chosen to arbitrate his or her discrimination-based employment claim under the collectively bargained arbitration mechanism. Thus, the Court has begun synthesizing and developing this dimension of employment dispute-resolution law as part of the evolving body of commercial arbitration jurisprudence.

In \textit{Gilmer}, the Supreme Court built upon its 1985 opinion in \textit{Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Soler Chrysler-Plymouth},\textsuperscript{38} its 1987 opinion in \textit{Shearson/American Express, Inc. v. McMahon},\textsuperscript{39} and its 1989 opinion in \textit{Rodriguez de Quijas v. Shearson/American Express, Inc.}\textsuperscript{40} In those cases, the Court relied on the federal policy favoring

\textsuperscript{35} Id. at 33-35.
\textsuperscript{36} Id. at 34 n.5 (quoting Shearson/American Express, Inc. v. McMahon, 482 U.S. 220, 231-32 (1987); \textit{Mitsubishi}, 473 U.S. at 626-27 (citations omitted)).
\textsuperscript{37} Id. at 33; see Federal Arbitration Act, ch. 1, 43 Stat. 883 (1925) (codified as amended at 9 U.S.C. §§ 1-16 (1988)).
\textsuperscript{38} 473 U.S. 614 (1985)
\textsuperscript{39} 482 U.S. 220 (1987)
\textsuperscript{40} 490 U.S. 477 (1989); \textit{Gilmer}, 500 U.S. at 26-35; see also supra notes 33-34, 36 and accompanying text.
arbitration, reflected in the FAA, to find enforceable contractual arbitration provisions in disputes involving alleged violations of the Sherman Act, the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) Act, and the 1933 and 1934 Securities Acts. This body of case law reversed the Court's long-standing position—dating back to 1953—that arbitration was not an appropriate vehicle for resolving statutory claims because of concerns pertaining to the ability of arbitrators adequately to enforce complex statutory schemes.

The general rule regarding the enforcement of contractual agreements to arbitrate statutory claims that emerges from the Mitsubishi line of cases, as re-emphasized in the context of statutory FEP claims in Gilmer, is clear. Unless the party attempting to resist arbitration can prove Congress intended under the statute at issue to preclude potential complainants from waiving the judicial forum and agreeing to arbitrate their statutory claims, voluntary a priori agreements to that effect will be enforced by the federal courts.

Gilmer is a watershed case. Since it was handed down, four circuit courts of appeals have enforced contractual agreements between individual employees and their employers to compel the arbitration of an employee's Title VII charges. In addition, the Ninth Circuit held that an employee's claim of an employer violation

45. Gilmer v. Interstate Johnson/Lane Corp., 500 U.S. 20, 26 (1991) (citing Shearson/American Express, Inc. v. McMahon, 482 U.S. 220, 227 (1987)); see also Mago v. Shearson Lehman Hutton Inc., 956 F.2d 932, 935 (9th Cir. 1992) (quoting McMahon, 482 U.S. at 227); Alford v. Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc., 905 F.2d 104, 105-06 (5th Cir. 1990), vacated, 500 U.S. 930, remanded, 939 F.2d 229 (5th Cir. 1991), aff'd, 975 F.2d 1161 (5th Cir. 1992). But see Borenstein v. Tucker, 757 F. Supp. 3 (D. Conn. 1991) (holding that an employee could not be bound to a contractual agreement with the employer to arbitrate ADEA and Title VII claims absent a showing that Congress intended to allow employees prospectively to waive their judicial remedies).
46. See Alford v. Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc., 975 F.2d 1161 (5th Cir. 1992); Bender v. A.G. Edwards & Sons, Inc., 971 F.2d 698, 700 (11th Cir. 1992); Mago, 956 F.2d at 932; Willis v. Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc., 948 F.2d 305, 307 (6th Cir. 1991). Alford is particularly significant since it was the product of the Supreme Court's post-Gilmer reversal and remand of the Fifth Circuit's 1990 decision, Alford v. Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc., 905 F.2d 104, 105-06, which had relied on Gardner-Denver to hold a Title VII dispute an improper subject for arbitration under a contractual arbitration agreement. See Alford, 975 F.2d at 1162.
of the Employee Polygraph Protection Act of 1990\(^{47}\) was subject to arbitration under the same type of contractual agreement at issue in \textit{Gilmer}.\(^{48}\) Significantly, the D.C. Circuit recently held that nothing in the Civil Rights Act of 1991\(^{49}\) suggests that Congress intended to modify or undermine the rule of \textit{Gilmer}.\(^{50}\)

Given the resonant nature of the Supreme Court's endorsement of the arbitration of statutory FEP claims as articulated in \textit{Gilmer}, there is every reason to believe that the above-framed general rule—that agreements to arbitrate statutory claims are enforceable, absent proof of contrary congressional intent—will also control in the sphere of employment dispute resolution.\(^{51}\) This inference is further supported by the congressional endorsement of arbitration and other ADR devices in the Civil Rights Act of 1991\(^{52}\) and the ADA,\(^{53}\)

\footnotesize


\(^{50}\) Benefits Communications Corp. v. Klieforth, 65 Fair Empl. Prac. Cas. (BNA) 122, 126-27 (D.C. Cir. 1994) ("The language of the statute in no way suggests that the rule of \textit{Gilmer} should no longer apply.").

\(^{51}\) Because it is not central to the primary inquiry of this article, \textit{Gilmer} will not be analyzed further. It should be noted, however, that there are two primary questions remaining as to \textit{Gilmer}'s reach. The first goes to the scope of the § 1 FAA exemption for "contracts of employment of seamen, railroad employees, or any other class of workers engaged in foreign or interstate commerce." \textit{See} 9 U.S.C. § 1 (1988). The second goes to the manner in which \textit{Gilmer} will be reconciled with \textit{Gardner-Denver}. \textit{See} Stephen L. Hayford, \textit{The Coming of the Third Era of Labor Arbitration}, ARB. J., Sept. 1993, at 12-15.

\(^{52}\) Section 118 of the Act provides:


which was enacted in 1990.\textsuperscript{54}

If, over time, \textit{Gilmer} proves to be the harbinger of widespread arbitration of statutory FEP claims, the ramifications for at-will employers and their employees could be profound. Thorough analysis requires, initially, an exploration of the origins of the contemporary employment-at-will doctrine.

III. \textsc{The Origins of the Contemporary Employment-At-Will Doctrine (EAWD)}

To understand the nature of a modern employer's freedom to terminate employees at will, it is necessary to differentiate employer conduct that may be morally repugnant or unfair from that which is illegal and therefore subject to reversal. The EAWD provides the device for distinguishing between legal and illegal terminations in that area of the employment relationship which is not affected by the several statutory and Constitutional bars on employment discrimination. The remainder of this section reviews the origins and early evolution of the EAWD.


Whether this final provision was intended by Congress to bar employer-employee agreements prospectively to arbitrate future ADEA claims remains to be determined. That the Supreme Court does not read the cited section of the OWBPA as a bar to the widespread arbitration of statutory FEP claims under otherwise valid employer-employee agreements to arbitrate is indicated by its discussion of § 201 of the Act in \textit{Gilmer}, 500 U.S. at 28-29 n.3 ("[I]f Congress intended the substantive protection afforded [by the ADEA] to include protection against waiver of the right to a judicial forum, that intention will be deducible from text or legislative history" (quoting Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Soler Chrysler-Plymouth, Inc., 473 U.S. 614, 628 (1985))). Because it denied the attempt by the claimant employee in \textit{Gilmer} to avoid arbitration, it can be inferred that the Court found no such basis for deduction in the text or the legislative history of the OWBPA.
A. Wood's Rule—Lodestar of the Employment-At-Will Doctrine

Most scholars credit the earliest formulation of the American EAWD to Horace Gray Wood. Wood's writing originated near the peak of the Industrial Revolution, during an intense split between American and English jurisprudence over the basic legal character of the employer-employee relationship. In the British tradition, an employment contract lacking a fixed duration was presumed to be for one year. In America, rapid industrialization and commercial expansion generated economic pressure for more flexibility in the employment relationship. The English one-year presumption came under fire in America, and a transatlantic controversy between legal scholars ensued.

Wood articulated a clear, uncomplicated rule, well suited to the needs of American industrialists, that also comported with the laissez faire school of thought that dominated American economic public policy during the late nineteenth century. The legal scholarship that led to Wood's formulation of the American "rule" for the presumed duration of employment with no fixed term was long ago discredited. Nevertheless, in nineteenth century America, Wood's Rule quickly gained widespread acceptance and soon supplanted the English presumption. Wood wrote:

---

55. 2 H.G. WOOD, A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF MASTER AND SERVANT § 134 (2d ed. 1886).
A general or indefinite hiring is prima facie a hiring at will, and if the servant seeks to make it out a yearly hiring, the burden is upon him to establish it by proof. A hiring at so much a day, week, month, or year, no time being specified, is an indefinite hiring, and no presumption attaches that it was for a day even, but only at the rate fixed for whatever time the party may serve. It is competent for either party to show what the mutual understanding of the parties was in reference to the matter; but unless their understanding was mutual that the service was to extend for a certain fixed and definite period, it is an indefinite hiring and is terminable at the will of either party.60

B. The Effect of Wood's Rule

By providing employers with a free hand in dealing with the labor component of the manufacturing process, uncomplicated by concerns of fair treatment and due process, Wood's Rule served well the imperatives of rapid industrialization and the fluctuating economic cycles that accompanied it. The Rule also enjoyed the advantage of harmony with a fundamental principle of contract law—mutuality of obligation.61 For example, because a cigar-maker was deemed, as a matter of law (though seldom true practically), free to walk away from his job at any time, for any or no reason, the cigar-maker's employer was also deemed, as a matter of law, free to discharge the employee at any time for any or no reason.62

The flaw in Wood's Rule and in the mutuality of obligation corollary, which became more apparent as the Industrial Revolution matured, was the failure to account for the employer's increasingly superior economic strength. It is unlikely that at the turn of the century, the typical underpaid, low-skilled, unorganized worker found any substantial comfort in his freedom to walk off the job. In theory, the EAWD offered employers and employees bilateral flexibility. In reality, in an oversupplied labor market teeming with cheap immigrant labor, the EAWD dealt workers a generous helping of hardship, abuses, and exploitation.

60. WOOD, supra note 55, at 283.
61. This principle provides that unless both parties are bound to the contract, neither is. See, e.g., JOHN D. CALAMARI & JOSEPH M. PERILLO, THE LAW OF CONTRACTS § 4-12(c)(2) (3d ed. 1987).
62. Bedikian, supra note 56, at 117 n.15 (reporting that the earliest expression of this mutuality theory in an American employment context came in Hathaway v. Bennet, 10 N.Y. 108 (1854)).
In 1908, the United States Supreme Court squarely endorsed the EAWD in *Adair v. United States.*63 The Court upheld a constitutional challenge to a federal law that barred railroad employers from discharging employees because of union membership,64 finding in the statute an impermissible interference with the "liberty to contract" protected by the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution.65 Justice Harlan, writing for the Court, observed:

The right of a person to sell his labor upon such terms as he deems proper is, in its essence, the same as the right of the purchaser of labor to prescribe the conditions upon which he will accept such labor from the person offering to sell it. So the right of the employ[ee] to quit the service of the employer, for whatever reason, is the same as the right of the employer, for whatever reason, to dispense with the services of such employ[ee].66

Though the Court eventually recognized the power of Congress to protect the right of employees to join, form, and organize labor unions,67 it never has *per se* repudiated the EAWD.

The failure of Wood's Rule and the EAWD to account for the realities of the employer-employee relationship in an industrialized society eventually helped to propel Congress to restrike the power balance between employers and employees. More recently, the state courts in most jurisdictions have subjected the EAWD to a number of caveats.68 Nevertheless, Wood's Rule remains at the core of American employment jurisprudence. Except in Montana, where the EAWD has been repudiated by statute,69 it remains a valid, albeit evolving, legal principle throughout the United States. The evolution of Wood's one-dimensional rule into today's EAWD is the subject of the section below.

**IV. THE MODERN EAWD RULE**

The modern EAWD provides that, absent a legal rule to the contrary, either party to an employment relationship for an indefinite (unspecified) term can terminate the relationship at will, despite the employee's length of service, with or without cause or notice, and

63. 208 U.S. 161 (1908).
65. *Adair*, 208 U.S. at 175, 180.
66. *Id.* at 174-75.
68. *See infra* notes 115-76 and accompanying text.
without giving any explanation or reason, unless the freedom to
terminate is constrained by contract. 70 Conversely, where employ-
ment is for a definite term based on a contract, an employer can
terminate only for cause. 71 This general conceptualization of the
EAWD notwithstanding, the modern rule recognizes that the
employer’s freedom to terminate at will can be, and often is,
restrained by statutory employment standards or limitations of the
common law.

A. Legislative Limitations on the Modern EAWD

Successful legislative attempts to cabin the EAWD doctrine are
a relatively recent phenomenon. Between the last half of the
nineteenth century and the 1930s New Deal era, the Supreme Court
was markedly hostile to efforts by state legislatures and Congress in
this area. 72 As one commentator observed, “the justices’ special
wrath was reserved for laws that interfered with employer-employee
relationships.” 73 The Court routinely held that statutes regulating
employment unconstitutionally interfered with the freedom to contract
and with economic liberty as then perceived to be strongly protected
by the Due Process Clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments. 74 These cases were decided by the Court as if there
were an express article in the Constitution effectuating the laissez-
faire concept, thereby precluding the legislative imposition of any
form of restraint on the free labor market mechanism. 75

Three years before its endorsement of the EAWD in Adair v.
United States, 76 the Supreme Court invalidated a state law limiting
the maximum work hours of New York’s bakers to sixty hours a week
or ten hours a day. 77 In Lochner v. New York, the Court held that
the law interfered with the “freedom of master and employee to
contract with each other in relation to their employment” and violated
the Fourteenth Amendment’s guarantee of due process. 78 An

71. See E. ALLEN FARNSWORTH, CONTRACTS § 8.15 (2d ed. 1990) (discussing how and
when employee conduct constituting cause for discharge warrants termination of
contractual relations).
73. Id. § 4.6.
74. Id. § 11.3; see also infra notes 76-88 and accompanying text.
75. NOWAK ET AL., supra note 72, § 11.4.
76. 208 U.S. 161 (1908); see also supra notes 63-66 and accompanying text.
78. Id. at 64.
exasperated Oliver Wendell Holmes noted in dissent that the Constitution did not command adherence to Herbert Spencer's (laissez-faire) economic theories. It would be some time before the spirit of Holmes's observation took root.

In 1908, the same year Adair was decided, the Supreme Court began what would prove to be a pattern lasting more than two decades of applying the antitrust laws to enjoin strikes by employees and other forms of concerted union-related activity. In 1915, in Hammer v. Dagenhart, the Court struck down a federal statute barring the interstate shipment of products from mining operations that employed child labor, holding that Congress had exceeded its authority under the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution. In Coppage v. Kansas, the Court affirmed a lower federal court decision striking down a Kansas statute prohibiting employers from extracting from employees, as a condition of employment, an anti-union "yellow dog" promise. The Court reasoned that the

79. Justice Holmes wrote:
This case is decided upon an economic theory which a large part of the country does not entertain. If it were a question whether I agreed with that theory, I should desire to study it further and long before making up my mind. But I do not conceive that to be my duty, because I strongly believe that my agreement or disagreement has nothing to do with the right of a majority to embody their opinions in law. It is settled by various decisions of this court that state constitutions and state laws may regulate life in many ways which we as legislators might think as injudicious or if you like as tyrannical as this, and which, equally with this, interfere with the liberty to contract. Sunday laws and usury laws are ancient examples. A more modern one is the prohibition of lotteries. The liberty of the citizen to do as he likes so long as he does not interfere with the liberty of others to do the same, which has been a shibboleth for some well-known writers, is interfered with by school laws, by the Post Office, by every state or municipal institution which takes his money for purposes thought desirable, whether he likes it or not. The Fourteenth Amendment does not enact Mr. Herbert Spencer's Social Statics.

Id. at 75 (Holmes, J., dissenting).


81. 247 U.S. 251 (1918).

82. Id. at 276-77 (citing U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8).

83. 236 U.S. 1 (1915).

84. KAN. STAT. ANN. §§ 4674, 4675 (1909) (approved during 1903 as Chapter 222 of the Session Laws of that year).

85. A "yellow dog" agreement is a contract by which an employee promises not to join a union and agrees that discharge will result if he or she does. BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 1616 (6th ed. 1990).
statute infringed on property and liberty rights without due process of law, contrary to the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.\textsuperscript{87} In 1923, in \textit{Adkins v. Children's Hospital}\textsuperscript{88} the Court invalidated a minimum wage law for women working in the District of Columbia, holding that "freedom to contract is \ldots the general rule and restraint the exception."\textsuperscript{89}

Holmes's \textit{Lochner} dissent, which argued that the Court had no business weighing the economic merits of legislative promulgations affecting commerce, slowly gained recognition. By the 1930s, the Supreme court, undoubtedly motivated by President Roosevelt's threat to "pack" the Court with Justices who would view his "New Deal" legislative agenda favorably,\textsuperscript{90} began to abandon its hostility to legislative encroachments into the realm of commerce.

In 1934, in \textit{Nebbia v. New York}, the Court upheld a state statute establishing certain standards for milk products.\textsuperscript{91} The decision heralded the Court's increased willingness to defer to legislative decisions in economic matters. In employment matters, the change in the Court's attitude first was signaled by \textit{West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish},\textsuperscript{92} in which it overruled \textit{Adkins} by approving a state minimum wage law. The Court noted that "[t]he Constitution does not speak of freedom of contract,"\textsuperscript{93} and flatly stated "regulation[s] which [are] reasonable in relation to [their] subject and \ldots adopted in the interests of community" satisfy the requirements of due process.\textsuperscript{94} Thus, by the late 1930s the "liberty to contract" bar to legislative limitation of the EAWD had lost its vitality, clearing the path to legislative action.

Still, the United States chose a legislative path different from other industrialized democracies. As noted earlier, the United States is the only major developed country in which employees do not enjoy some form of statutory workplace due process guarantee against unfair or arbitrary termination of their employment.\textsuperscript{95} Instead, in recent years our legislators have chosen to enact a number of more

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{86} \textit{Coppage}, 236 U.S. at 26.
\item \textsuperscript{87} \textit{Id}.
\item \textsuperscript{88} 261 U.S. 525 (1923).
\item \textsuperscript{89} \textit{Id}. at 546.
\item \textsuperscript{90} NOWAK, \textit{supra} note 72, § 11.3.
\item \textsuperscript{91} 291 U.S. 502, 538-39 (1934).
\item \textsuperscript{92} 300 U.S. 379 (1937).
\item \textsuperscript{93} \textit{Id}. at 391.
\item \textsuperscript{94} \textit{Id}.
\item \textsuperscript{95} \textit{See supra} note 1 and accompanying text.
\end{itemize}
narrowly drawn statutory bars to unequal treatment (including discharge) based on a person’s race, color, sex, national origin, religion, age, disability, or union-related activity.

The first of those proscriptions was set forth in the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA),\(^{96}\) enacted in 1935. Section 8(a)(3) of the NLRA bars private-sector employers from discriminating against employees (or applicants for employment) on the basis of their union activity or affiliation.\(^{97}\) Section 8(a)(3) effectively prevents employers from exercising their EAWD prerogatives to discharge workers who seek to form, join, or assist unions.

The Court’s approval of the NLRA in 1937\(^ {98}\) evidenced its newfound receptivity to legislative intervention in the employment relationship. Moreover, it demonstrated that the traditional EAWD was no longer immune to challenge or limitation. The Court and Congress still clash occasionally over the scope and content of employment regulations.\(^ {99}\) Nevertheless, for nearly sixty years the Court has been consistently willing to allow legislatures to tacitly reshape or restrict the EAWD in the pursuit of various social policy objectives.

Today, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 effectively precludes at-will employers from terminating employees based on their race, color, national origin, sex, or religion.\(^ {100}\) The ADA,\(^ {101}\)

---

98. See NLRB v. Jones & Laughlin Steel, 301 U.S. 1, 30 (1937).
100. 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e-2(a), 2000e-3(a) (1988) prohibit discharge “because of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex or national origin,” or as retaliation for activities authorized by the Act, including filing charges, testifying, and opposing unfair practices. A presidential executive order redoubles the Title VII statutory bar on these types of employment discrimination for private sector firms who contract with the federal government. Exec. Order No. 11246, 3 C.F.R. 339 (1965), reprinted as amended in 42
in concert with the Vocational Rehabilitation Act,\textsuperscript{102} similarly protects qualified individuals with disabilities. The ADEA\textsuperscript{103} effectively prohibits age-based discharges of workers age 40 and over.\textsuperscript{104}

In the same manner, the Fair Labor Standards Act,\textsuperscript{105} which imposes minimum standards for wages and hours,\textsuperscript{106} the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970,\textsuperscript{107} which imposes standards for worker safety and protects workers from unreasonable risk of injury or death,\textsuperscript{108} and the Equal Pay Act of 1963,\textsuperscript{109} which proscribes gender-based wage discrimination,\textsuperscript{110} all prevent employers from discharging employees in retaliation for exercising or enforcing their statutory rights. Subject to limited exceptions, the Employee Polygraph Protection Act of 1988\textsuperscript{111} protects employees from discharge for refusing to submit to a polygraph examination. Although not a substantive bar to termination, the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act\textsuperscript{112} requires subject employers to give workers advance notice of plant closings and related layoffs before terminating the employment relationship.\textsuperscript{113} These congressional initiatives have incrementally restricted employers' discretion to terminate at will. State and municipal legislatures also have enacted an array of statutes and ordinances that parallel and supplement the protections provided by federal law.\textsuperscript{114}

\begin{itemize}
\item 104. Id. §§ 621, 623(a), (d) (1988 & Supp. V 1993).
\item 106. Id. § 215(a)(3) (1988).
\item 108. Id. § 660(e)(1) (1988).
\item 111. See supra note 47. Under the EPPA, workers in the security industry and workers who manufacture, distribute or dispense drugs are exempted from the protection. 29 U.S.C. §§ 2002, 2006, 2007 (1988).
\item 113. Id. § 2102(a) (1988).
\item 114. See, e.g., CAL. LABOR CODE §§ 1101, 1102 (West 1988 & Supp. 1994) (prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and perceived sexual orientation); N.Y. LABOR LAW § 201 (1993) (barring discrimination based on employees' political activity, lawful use of consumable products, and legal recreational activity); TOPEKA, KAN., CODE § 22-99 (1985) (physical handicap); see also Faipas v. Municipality of Anchorage, 860 P.2d 1214 (Alaska 1993) (involving litigation over a city ordinance, ANCHORAGE MUNICIPAL ORDINANCE 92-116(S) (1993), that prohibited discrimination in public employment on the...
B. Judicially Created Exceptions and Caveats to the Modern EAWD

Judges, sitting at common law without the benefit of specific statutory directives, have been as active as legislators in transforming the EAWD. In recent years, state courts have subjected Wood's Rule to a number of judicially created exceptions and caveats. American courts have used both contract and tort theory to confine the reach of the EAWD. Actions of this variety based on contract law center on two legal constructs: the implied covenant of good faith, and the implied-in-fact contract terms and enforceable promises doctrine. Both relate to implicit, mutual duties imposed on the parties by the employment relationship. The primary tort cause of action centers on terminations alleged to be contrary to public policy. Courts in forty-five states have utilized one or more of these three exceptions to limit the discretion of at-will employers to terminate employees.115

1. The Contract Theory-Based Exceptions to the EAWD

The EAWD notwithstanding, employers and employees remain free to contract, either expressly or impliedly, for a fixed term.116 Thus, an employer can contract with an employee for a fixed term, or stipulate contractually that the employee will be terminated only for just cause, thereby expressly surrendering its freedom to discharge at will.117 However, employers that hope to retain the freedom to

basis of an individual's sexual orientation); Federated Rural Elec. Ins. Co. v. Kessler, 388 N.W.2d 553, 553 n.1, 562 (Wis. 1986) (involving a Madison, Wisconsin city ordinance which provided in part that "[i]t shall be an unfair discrimination practice and unlawful and hereby prohibited . . . [f]or any person or employer . . . to discharge any individual . . . because of such individual's . . . marital status," where marital status "shall include being married, separated, divorced, widowed, or single" MADISON, WIS. GEN. ORDINANCES § 3.23 (1975)).

115. DUNLOP COMMISSION, supra note 3, at 107.
116. Michael J. Phillips, Toward a Middle Way in the Polarized Debate Over Employment At Will, 30 Am. Bus. L.J. 441, 443 n.10 (1992) (citing Larry S. Larson, Why We Should Not Abandon the Presumption That Employment is Terminable at Will, 23 Idaho L. Rev. 219, 221-24 (1986-87)); see also Hodge v. Evans Fin. Corp., 823 F.2d 559, 562 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (holding that oral contract for permanent employment was not unenforceable under the District of Columbia's statute of frauds); Paolucci v. Adult Retardates Ctr., Inc., 582 N.Y.S.2d 452, 453 (1992) (holding that a contractual limitation on an employer's right to terminate an at-will employee will not be inferred absent an express agreement to that effect relied on by employee).
117. See, e.g., Pine River State Bank v. Mettille, 333 N.W.2d 622, 628 (Minn. 1983) (opining that the converse to the employment-at-will rule is that when a contract of employment states a definite duration, dismissal only for cause is presumed); Stiver v. Texas Instruments, Inc., 750 S.W.2d 843, 846 (Tex. App. 1988) (holding that cause of
discharge employees at will, either by refusing to enter into fixed-term or just-cause contracts or by conditioning their agreement to a fixed-term employment contract on the omission of any terms limiting their at-will discretion, can be frustrated in that effort.


In certain circumstances, courts in some states are willing to read an implied covenant (or duty) of good faith and fair dealing into employment contracts—whether express or implied, written or oral—that on their face appear to preserve the employer's at-will authority. Those courts award damages to employees terminated in breach of the implied covenant, despite the express or apparent action for breach of an employment contract requires the plaintiff to show the existence of a written contract specifically and directly limiting the employer's right to terminate at will; see also Newfield v. Insurance Co. of the West, 203 Cal. Rptr. 9, 12-13 (Cal. Ct. App. 1984) (finding no wrongful discharge because employee failed to show an express or implied contract for permanent employment, so general rule that employment contract is terminable at will applies); Konitzer v. Carpenter, No. C.A. 92C-07-067, LEXIS 458, at *22-24 (Del. Super. App. Div. Dec. 29, 1993) (holding that, in spite of employee's at-will status, an employer may be estopped from firing the employee if employee has detrimentally relied upon employer's promises of permanent employment); cf. Vajda v. Arthur Anderson & Co., 624 N.E.2d 1343, 1347 (Ill. App. 1993) (observing that the at-will rule imports a presumption that a hiring without a fixed term is a hiring at will) (citations omitted); Speece v. Universal Pensions, Inc., No. 62444, LEXIS 2624, at *5 (Ohio Ct. App. May 20, 1993) (ruling that in the absence of an employment agreement for a fixed term, the employment relationship is considered at-will; the employee may leave the employer and the employer may discharge the employee at any time without cause) (citing Rogers v. Target Telemarketing Servs., 591 N.E.2d 1332 (Ohio Ct. App. 1990)).

118. See, e.g., Walker v. Blue Cross of Cal., 6 Cal. Rptr. 2d 184, 189 (Cal. Ct. App. 1992) (determining, in suit against former employer for alleged breach of contract and breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, that a triable issue of fact existed as to whether there was an implied-in-fact promise not to terminate except for good cause); Mannix v. Butte Water Co., 854 P.2d 834, 845-46 (Mont. 1993) (stating that whether the covenant of good faith and fair dealing "is implied in a particular case depends upon the objective manifestations by the employer giving rise to an employee's reasonable belief that he or she has job security and will be treated fairly" (citing Dare v. Montana Petroleum Mktg. Co., 687 P.2d 1015, 1020 (Mont. 1984))); Somers v. Somers, 613 A.2d 1211, 1213 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1992) (holding that the duty to perform contractual obligations in good faith applies to employment contract of at-will employee); Hooks v. Gibson, 842 S.W.2d 625, 628 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1992) (applying duty of good faith and fair dealing to employment contracts); Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. Portilla, 836 S.W.2d 664 (Tex. Ct. App. 1992). In Goodyear, the court considered testimony from the plaintiff's managers and supervisors that they had assured plaintiff during her 22-year tenure that she would have a job as long as she was doing good work. Id. at 669. The court found this was evidence of more than mere compliments; it created a jury question as to whether the employer modified the at-will employment contract by agreeing that the plaintiff would not be discharged except for good cause. Id.
terms of the employment contract permitting termination at will.\textsuperscript{119} Thus, the covenant of good faith is said to be "implied-in-law."\textsuperscript{120} It is a condition grafted onto the relationship between an employer and employee by force of reason or judicial doctrine in order to prevent a termination resulting from perceived untoward or unfair conduct or oppression by the employer.

The implied covenant of good faith is a product of section 205 of the Restatement (Second) of Contracts, which states that "[e]very contract imposes upon each party a duty of good faith and fair dealing in its performance and its enforcement."\textsuperscript{121} The covenant obligates each party to a contract to avoid maliciously harming the other, or compromising the other's receipt of the benefit of the contract.\textsuperscript{122} By requiring the employer to adhere to basic precepts of procedural and substantive due process, the implied covenant of good faith interjects a tacit term into the employment relationship that effectively bars at least certain types of overtly pernicious employer conduct (including discharge) that offends general notions of fair play and

\textsuperscript{119} At times a breach of this covenant has been viewed as warranting the recovery of tort damages as well as contract damages. See, e.g., Clearly v. American Airlines, Inc., 168 Cal. Rptr. 722 (Cal. Ct. App. 1980). The clear trend is away from this duty. Foley v. Interactive Data Corp., 765 P.2d 373, 401 (Cal. 1988) (abolishing the tort cause of action and returning the breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing to the realm of contract law). In Foley, the court held that only contract damages were available to plaintiffs proving breach. Id. The court observed further that "the clear majority of jurisdictions have either expressly rejected the notion of tort damages for breach of the implied covenant [of good faith] in employment cases or [have] impliedly done so by rejecting any application of the covenant in such a context." Id. at 391; accord Fortune v. National Cash Register Co., 364 N.E.2d 1251, 1256 (Mass. 1977); Monge v. Beebe Rubber Co., 316 A.2d 549, 551-52 (N.H. 1974); cf. K Mart Corp. v. Ponsock, 732 P.2d 1364, 1370 (Nev. 1987) (ruling that only in the "rare and exceptional cases" where there exists a "special relationship" between the plaintiff employee and the employer is the contractual relationship of a nature to give rise to a duty warranting tort damages) (quoted in Wilder v. Cody Country Chamber of Commerce, 868 P.2d 211, 221 (Wyo. 1994) which held that "[t]he special relationship necessary to permit recovery [of tort damages] is not established merely by the employer-employee relationship. A showing is required that a special relationship of trust and reliance exists between the particular employee seeking recovery and the employer.").


\textsuperscript{121} RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 205 (1981).

\textsuperscript{122} See Clearly, 168 Cal. Rptr. at 729 (holding that termination of employment without legal cause after the employee completed 18 years of apparently satisfactory performance violated implied good faith covenant inherent in all contracts, including employment contracts, and thus, a duty accrued to the employer to do nothing that would deprive the employee of the benefits of the employment bargain). Clearly is a pre-Foley case. Compare id. with Foley, 765 P.2d 373 (Cal. 1988); see also supra note 119.
ethical conduct.\textsuperscript{123} It "does not create a duty for the employer to terminate . . . employee[s] only for good cause,"\textsuperscript{124} nor does it "mandat[e] that every termination must be for a 'fair and honest reason.' "\textsuperscript{125} Instead, it most accurately can be viewed as "serv[ing] to balance the inherently unequal relationship between an employer and an employee."\textsuperscript{126}

Thus, for example, the covenant has been applied to the termination of an employee for refusing to date a supervisor.\textsuperscript{127} It has been held to apply to an implied-in-fact contract governing the terms and procedures for the layoff of employees.\textsuperscript{128} The covenant also has been utilized to invalidate the discharge of an at-will sales employee whose discharge occurred shortly after he completed a large sale, but before his commission payment was due.\textsuperscript{129} To prevent an unfair result on these types of egregious facts, courts embracing the implied covenant of good faith will probe the employer's motives and, if they are deemed to have been untoward, "find" in the underlying (express or implied) employment contract an implied good faith promise.

Though often pled, the implied covenant of good faith is not universally accepted\textsuperscript{130} and is the least significant common law exception to the EAWD. Fewer than one in four states clearly recognize it in the wrongful dismissal context.\textsuperscript{131} The much more widely used implied-in-fact contract terms/enforceable promise doctrine is the subject of the section below.

\begin{itemize}
\item 125. Wilder, 868 P.2d at 221 (quoting Coombs v. Gamer Shoe Co., 778 P.2d 885, 887 (Mont. 1989)).
\item 126. \textit{Id.} (citing McCullough v. Golden Rule Ins. Co., 789 P.2d 855, 858 (Wyo. 1990)).
\item 130. Thompson v. St. Regis Paper Co., 685 P.2d 1081, 1086 (Wash. 1984); Wilder, 868 P.2d at 221 (citing Parnar v. Americana Hotels, Inc., 625 P.2d 615, 629 (Haw. 1982)).
\item 131. Phillips, \textit{supra} note 116, at 448.
\end{itemize}
b. Implied-In-Fact Contract Terms and Enforceable Promises

As discussed above, the implied covenant of good faith is grafted onto the employer-employee relationship by force of reason or judicial doctrine (i.e., as a matter of law) to prevent a termination due to untoward or unfair conduct by the employer. In contrast, the limitations falling into the second category of contract theory-based exceptions to the EAWD are described as being "implied-in-fact." In further contrast to the implied covenant of good faith, courts do not invoke these exceptions as a response to the perniciousness or repugnancy of the employer's conduct.

Instead, the implied-in-fact contract terms/enforceable promises doctrine is recognized where some characteristic of the employment relationship established by employer policy or practice is found to constitute either an implied contract or contract term (which may be bilateral or unilateral), or an enforceable tacit promise by the employer, that employees will be terminated only for just or good cause. The mutual intent of the employer and employee determines the existence of an implied contract term. In divining that intent with regard to an implied just cause contractual term, or an enforceable promise to that effect, the courts will look, inter alia, to the "[p]ersonnel policies or practices of the employer, the employee's longevity of service, actions or communications by the employer reflecting assurances of continued employment, and the practices of the industry in which the employer is engaged." The key to judicial recognition of this exception to the EAWD is evidence that the plaintiff employee had a reasonable expectation of continued employment that would be terminated only for good cause. Thus, a long-term employee is more likely to reach the exception than an employee with short-term service. Similarly, a
course of conduct between the employer and the employee, or customs and practices in a particular trade or industry \(^{135}\) that give rise to a reasonable expectation of continued employment, can also have that result. \(^{140}\)

Personnel manuals and employee handbooks that enumerate particular types of employee conduct that will result in discipline or discharge, or that detail disciplinary procedures, are particularly susceptible to a finding of an implied employment contract or contract term, or an enforceable promise that limits the employer's unfettered discretion. \(^{141}\) These employer promulgations are sometimes said to

 assurances of continued employment, unwritten policy routinely followed, and common industry practices).

139. See 30 C.J.S. Employer-Employee Relationship § 42(a) (1992); see also Hartbarger v. Frank Paxton Co., 857 P.2d 776, 780 (N.M. 1993) (holding that a promise or offer that supports an implied employment contract might be found in written representations such as an employee handbook, in oral representations, in the conduct of the parties, or in a combination of representations and conduct; when a contract term that restricts the employer's power to discharge is implied from such representations or conduct, a contract is implied in fact), cert. denied, 114 S. Ct. 1068 (1994); Kelly v. Georgia-Pacific Corp., 545 N.E.2d 1244, 1249-50 (Ohio 1989) (ruling that the facts and circumstances surrounding an oral employment-at-will relationship, including the character of the employment, customs, course of dealing between parties, company policy, or any other facts that illuminate the question, can be considered by the trier of fact to determine the explicit and implicit terms concerning discharge); Gilmore v. Salt Lake Area Community Action Program, 775 P.2d 940 (Utah Ct. App. 1989) (holding that an employee can rebut the presumption of at-will employment by providing, inter alia, evidence pertaining to the conduct of the employer and employee and the practices of the particular trade or industry), cert. denied, 789 P.2d 33 (Utah 1990); accord Mers v. Dispatch Printing Co., 483 N.E.2d 150, 154 (Ohio 1985).

140. See, e.g., Hartbarger, 857 P.2d at 783, in which the court stated:
To create an implied contract, the offer or promise must be sufficiently explicit to give rise to reasonable expectations. The at-will presumption that the employee has no reasonable expectation of continued employment applies only to a single term of an employment relationship—that of the employer's unbridged right to terminate the employee.

Id.; see also Sheets v. Knight, 779 P.2d 1000, 1008 n.13 (Or. 1989) (holding that an at-will employee is one who has no reasonable expectation of continued employment); cf. Phillips v. Butterball Farms Co., Inc., 506 N.W.2d 606, 609 (Mich. Ct. App. 1993) (ruling that an at-will employee cannot show a reasonable expectation of continued employment) (citing Sepanske v. Bendix Corp., 384 N.W.2d 54, 59 (Mich. Ct. App. 1985)).

141. In Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc. v. Campbell, 512 So. 2d 725 (Ala. 1987), for example, an employee handbook contained provisions regarding the procedures necessary to terminate permanent employees. Id. at 735-37. The court found that a unilateral contract had been created by the handbook and by the employee's decision to continue his employment after becoming aware of the handbook's provisions. Id. at 737. Similarly, in Melicharek v. Carson Firie Scott & Co., 576 N.E.2d 99 (Ill. App. Ct. 1991), the employer distributed a handbook containing provisions regarding salaries, benefits, probation, and termination. Id. at 100. Based on the content of the handbook and its use in the employment relationship, the court held that an enforceable contract had been established: the employee reasonably believed an offer had been made and the employee accepted that
"contain" an implied just cause term, by operation of the legal axiom *inclusio unius est exclusio alterius* (inclusion of one thing suggests exclusion of another). Under this rubric, an employee handbook provision that specifies particular employee conduct or circumstances that will trigger discharge is interpreted to constitute a contractual commitment by the employer not to terminate the employee for reasons other than the specified types of conduct or circumstance. Employee reliance on such representations of specific treatment in specific circumstances heightens the probability that a court will deem them enforceable.

---

offer by continuing to work for the employer after learning of the handbook's contents. *Id.* at 101; see also *Vajda v. Arthur Andersen & Co.*, 624 N.E.2d 1343, 1349 (Ill. App. Ct. 1993) (concluding that exposition of dismissal procedures in employer manual created an enforceable promise); *Thompson v. St. Regis Paper Co.*, 685 P.2d 1081, 1087 (Wash. 1984) (holding that employers may be obligated to act in accordance with policies announced in employee handbooks); *Hogue v. Cecil I. Walker Mach. Co.*, 431 S.E.2d 687, 689 (W. Va. 1993) (finding a handbook's promises of job security and an employee's decision to continue to work for that employer sufficient to create a unilateral contract); *Clay v. Horton Mfg. Co.*, 493 S.W.2d 379, 381 (Wis. Ct. App. 1992) (finding that while employment is generally terminable at will by either party without cause, an employee handbook may modify at-will employment contracts). *Contra* *Gagne v. Northwestern Nat'l Ins. Co.*, 881 F.2d 309, 317 (6th Cir. 1989) (interpreting Ohio law as rejecting the argument that the listing of examples of employee conduct that "may" cause termination precludes the discharge of an at-will employee for a reason not listed).

142. See, e.g., *Cook v. Heck's Inc.*, 342 S.E.2d 453, 459 (W. Va. 1986). *Cook* considered an employee handbook which specified the discipline associated with violations of particular rules. *Id.* This information was accompanied by a statement that the disciplinary rules constituted a complete list. *Id.* The court found this to be prima facie evidence of an offer for a unilateral contract of employment that modified the right of the employer to discharge without cause. *Id.* It held that a jury question was presented as to whether a unilateral contract existed. *Id.*

In a similar fashion, the court in *Brehany v. Nordstrom*, Inc., 812 P.2d 49 (Utah 1991) held:

> [W]hen it is plain that a manual or bulletin does not limit the right to discharge at will, the case need not go to a jury. Here there are arguable issues as to just what the terms of the manual were intended to accomplish. The manual sets forth a number of different types of conduct that may result in discharge . . . . [On these facts] a legitimate issue arises as to whether all the offenses listed are intended to constitute the exclusive grounds for discharge. If not, a factual issue may exist regarding Nordstrom's course of conduct in construing its rules. In any event, the manual purports to have some binding effect with respect to employees.

*Id.* at 56 (citations omitted). *Contra* *Lilly v. Overnite Transp. Co.*, 995 F.2d 521, 523 (1993) (holding that while the handbook listed examples of misconduct which will not be tolerated, the employee presented no evidence the list was intended to be exclusive).

Viewed more broadly, this category of implied-in-fact exceptions to the EAWD reflects a judicial belief that at-will employers should be bound by the representations or promises made to employees in employee handbooks or personnel policy manuals. Because employers expect and require their employees to abide by the policies expressed therein, they are held to have created an atmosphere in which employees justifiably rely on the expressed policies and, thus, justifiably expect that the employers will do the same. If an employee is induced to remain on the job and forego search for other employment by an employer's representations or promises (express or implied) that in specific circumstances employees will be accorded specific treatment, those representations or promises are viewed as enforceable components of the employment relationship. In much the same manner, when presented with a detailed description of disciplinary procedures in an employee handbook, courts may infer the employer's commitment to follow the stated procedures in terminating an employee. 

Prominent disclaimers of any express or implied agreement to modify the EAWD's basic premise can, however, immunize handbooks and manuals against judicial findings of an implied just cause or procedural due process obligation. The employer can disclaim

144. See supra note 143; see also Neihaus v. Delaware Valley Medical Ctr., 631 A.2d 1314 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1993). In Neihaus, an employee who was refused reinstatement at the conclusion of an approved leave of absence sued her employer. Id. The court noted that the employer had the option to refuse the original leave request or to make clear that there was no guarantee of reinstatement at the leave's end. Id. at 1318. Since it failed to do either, it was held to an implied promise to reinstate the plaintiff, enforceable under principles of promissory estoppel. Id. at 1315, 1318.

145. 30 C.J.S. Employer-Employee Relationship § 42(a) (1992); see also Campbell v. Leaseway Customized Transp., Inc., 484 N.W.2d 41, 45 (Minn. Ct. App. 1992) (holding that despite indefinite employee handbook language defining violations that warrant discipline, a contract may be formed if the procedures for finding a violation are described with adequate definiteness); Federal Express Corp. v. Dutschmann, 838 S.W.2d 804, 808 (Tex. Ct. App. 1992), aff'd in part, rev'd in part, 848 S.W.2d 282 (Tex. 1993) (upholding a jury finding that in spite of a disclaimer, a statement contained in an employee handbook section titled "Guaranteed Fair Treatment Policy" declaring that the company would provide a fair internal grievance process to "all Federal Express employees and ex-employees" created an implied contract obligating the employer to provide fair procedures).

146. See, e.g., Wooley v. Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc., 491 A.2d 1257, 1258 (N.J. 1985), modified, 499 A.2d 515 (N.J. 1985) (ruling that a clear and prominent disclaimer forecloses the theory of an implied just cause term); Swanson, 826 F.2d at 672 (opining that it is generally recognized that an employer can disclaim what might otherwise appear to be enforceable promises in handbooks, manuals, or similar documents); cf. Hicks v. Methodist Medical Ctr., 593 N.E.2d 119, 121 (Ill. App. Ct. 1992) (ruling that disclaimer contained in an employee handbook was insufficient to negate the handbook's promises where it was
by clearly stating in the employee handbook either (i) that the handbook’s terms can be modified at will, \(^{147}\) (ii) that the enumerated list of actionable conduct is not exclusive or exhaustive, \(^{148}\) or (iii)

not conspicuous, but rather was located on 38th page of 39-page manual; was not entitled “Disclaimer,” but was located in a section headed “Revisions”; and was not highlighted, printed in capital letters, or in any way prominently displayed; Kumpf v. United Tel. Co. of Carolinas, Inc., 429 S.E.2d 869, 872 (S.C. Ct. App. 1993) (holding that the language in the employer’s handbook disclaiming any alteration of employee’s at-will status was inconspicuous and ineffective where the disclaimer was located on page 38 of a 39-page document under the heading “CONCLUSION” and the disclaimer was not capitalized, bolded, set apart with a distinctive border, or in contrasting type or color).

147. See, e.g., Habighurst v. Edlong Corp., 568 N.E.2d 226, 228-29 (Ill. App. Ct. 1991); Milroy v. K-G Retail Stores, Inc., 819 F. Supp. 857, 859 (D. Neb. 1993). In Milroy, an employee handbook stated that it was not an employment contract and advised that related procedures could be bypassed at the company’s discretion. Id. The handbook specifically reserved to the employer the right to discharge employees for conduct not listed in the book. Id. The court held that the handbook did not create any contractual restrictions on employer’s right to discharge. Id. at 861; accord Harris v. Duke Power Co., 349 S.E.2d 394, 396 (N.C. Ct. App. 1986), aff’d, 356 S.E.2d 357 (N.C. 1987); Rupinsky v. Miller Brewing Co., 627 F. Supp. 1181, 1188 (W.D. Pa. 1986) (applying North Carolina law); see also Wooley at 1271. The Wooley court stated:

All that need be done is the inclusion in a very prominent position of an appropriate statement that there is no promise of any kind by the employer contained in the manual; that regardless of what the manual says or provides, the employer promises nothing and remains free to change wages and all other working conditions without having to consult anyone and without anyone’s agreement; and that the employer continues to have the absolute power to fire anyone with or without good cause.

Id. Similarly, in refusing to find an implied employment contract, a Pennsylvania court noted:

The vagueness and the generalities [of the handbook’s language] coupled with the employer’s reservation of power to unilaterally alter the handbook’s terms would lead a reasonable at-will employee to interpret its distribution as an informational guideline, and not as the exclusive enumeration of the entire panoply of rights and duties existing between employer and employee which served to displace the at-will contract that already existed between employee and employer.


148. See, e.g., Toombs v. City of Champaign, 615 N.E.2d 50 (Ill. App. Ct. 1993). The court stated:

We hold that this manual did not contain a clear promise. At two crucial places, the manual uses terms that indicate that the lists of the types of termination and dismissal were not exhaustive. In particular, using the term ‘includes’ when introducing the list of the types of termination indicates that other types of termination might exist. Further, the manual also clearly stated that the employee ‘may’ be dismissed for certain enumerated reasons, which similarly does not specifically preclude dismissal for any number of other reasons.

Id. at 52. In Suter v. Harso Corp., 403 S.E.2d 751 (W. Va. 1991), the court held that “[a]n employer may protect itself from being bound by statements made in an employee handbook by having each prospective employee acknowledge in his employment application that the employment is for no definite period and by providing in the
that the specification of procedures and policies does not constitute a waiver of management's power summarily to terminate at will.\textsuperscript{149}

Despite the arguable safe harbor provided by a carefully worded, sufficiently prominent and clear disclaimer, cases invoking the implied-in-fact contract term/enforceable promises doctrine continue to proliferate. Most states recognize this exception to the general EAWD rule,\textsuperscript{150} especially in cases involving employee handbook language. In the section below, the analysis turns to the tort-theory-based exception to the EAWD rule.

2. The Public Policy, Tort-Theory-Based Exception to the EAWD

The only widely embraced tort cause of action\textsuperscript{151} that significantly limits the EAWD freedom of employers to discharge employees is based on the proposition that the common law will not tolerate employer termination actions that contradict or violate a clear public policy founded on the Constitution, statutory law, government rule or regulation, or the common law.\textsuperscript{152} Across jurisdictions there is

---

\textsuperscript{149} See, e.g., Arnold v. Diet Ctr., Inc., 746 P.2d 1040, 1041 n.1 (Idaho Ct. App. 1987) (finding that a disclaimer in an employee handbook which provided that "[t]his handbook is not an employment contract, and an employee can be terminated at any time" was clear and effective); Perry v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 508 So. 2d 1086, 1088 (Miss. 1987) (holding that the plaintiff dischargee's claim fails because the employment agreement stated that the employer did not intend to waive its right to terminate employees unilaterally by promulgating policy handbooks); see also supra note 119.

\textsuperscript{150} Phillips, supra note 116, at 448 n.42.

\textsuperscript{151} 30 C.J.S. Employer-Employee Relationship § 81 (1992). Other collateral tort remedies for wrongful discharge include fraud and deceit, interference with contractual relations, infliction of emotional distress and defamation. See, e.g., Nina G. Stillman, Wrongful Discharge: Contract, Public Policy and Tort Claims in 22ND ANNUAL INSTITUTE ON EMPLOYMENT LAW AT 195, § III (PLI Litig. and Admin. Practice Course Handbook Series No. 476 (1993)).

\textsuperscript{152} See, e.g., Springer v. Weeks & Leo Co., 429 N.W.2d 558, 560-61 (Iowa 1988) (holding that an employer may be liable in tort for the retaliatory discharge of an employee when the discharge violates a clearly expressed state public policy); Pilcher v.
broad recognition of several categories of employee terminations that fall outside of the shield of the EAWD rule because they contravene public policy. 153

"Whistle blowers"—employees who expose, report, or protest an employer's illegal activity—are often protected by courts against retaliatory discharge. 154 Similarly, an employer that terminates an

---


Although the public policy exception is still evolving, courts have so far found it to apply to discharges involving three broad categories of motives. 1. Refusing to Commit an Unlawful Act. - The most typical cases are those of employees fired for refusing to give false testimony at a trial or administrative hearing. 2. Performing an Important Public Obligation. - Several states have recognized a cause of action for employees fired for serving jury duty, for blowing the whistle on illegal conduct by their employers, or for refusing to violate a professional code of ethics. 3. Exercising a Statutory Right or Privilege. - A third category of cases involves employees fired for filing workers' compensation claims or refusing to take polygraph tests.

Id. (citations omitted).

154. See, e.g., McQuary v. Bel Air Convalescent Home, Inc., 684 P.2d 21, 24 (Or. Ct. App. 1984) ("We therefore hold that an employee is protected from discharge for good faith reporting of what the employee believes to be patient mistreatment to an appropriate authority."); Texas Dep't. of Human Servs. v. Green, 855 S.W.2d 136, 146 (Tex. Ct. App. 1993) (granting reinstatement, actual damages, exemplary damages, attorney's fees, plus pre- and post-judgment interest to an architect who had been discharged in retaliation for calling attention to fraud and corruption in construction contracts); cf. Mistishen v. Falcone Piano Co., Inc., 630 N.E.2d 294, 296 (Mass. App. Ct. 1994) (ruling that employee who was discharged for reporting to her supervisor what she believed to be the employer's unfair and deceptive warranty practices did not engage in "whistleblowing" sufficient to trigger the protection of the public policy exception).

Several state legislatures have enacted statutes protecting employees who engage in certain acts of whistleblowing from discharge and other forms of retaliatory employer action. See, e.g., HAW. REV. STAT. §§ 378-61 to -69 (1988); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 275-E (Supp. 1991); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 34:19-1 to -8 (1988); see also, e.g., Hawaiian Airlines v. Norris, 114 S. Ct. 2239, 2251 (1994) (holding that airline mechanic allegedly discharged for refusing to sign an inaccurate maintenance certification document and subsequently notifying the Federal Aviation Administration of the impropriety was not preempted from pursuing a wrongful discharge cause of action under a state whistleblower statute by the arbitration discharge appeals procedure provided by the Railway Labor Act.); Appeal of Bio Energy Corp., 607 A.2d 605, 608-10 (N.H. 1992) (ruling that employee was not required to report employer's alleged violation of law to a third party in order to come within the state's whistleblowers' act, and that award of back pay was proper and necessary to vindicate important public rights); Abbamont v. Piscataway Township Bd. of Educ., 634
otherwise at-will employee for refusing to commit an unlawful act at the employer’s behest is not shielded by the EAWD. Subsequently, in a number of states, at-will discharges that violate a state or federal anti-discrimination statute also give rise to a separate cause of action for wrongful discharge in tort, under the public policy rubric, independent of the related statutory remedy. In the same manner, at-will...
discharges arising from an employee's exercise of a statutory right, such as the filing of a worker's compensation claim,\textsuperscript{157} or an employment discrimination claim under a state FEP law,\textsuperscript{158} or reporting a safety violation\textsuperscript{159} often will be deemed unlawful. Such "retaliatory discharges" generally require proof that the termination was undertaken in reprisal for activities protected by a clearly mandated public policy\textsuperscript{160} that is rooted in established Constitutional precepts, legislative enactments, legislatively approved administrative regulations, or judicial opinions.\textsuperscript{161}

Aside from these broadly recognized public policy exceptions, the case law reflects significant variation among the states. Thus, some states have held that the public policy exception protects an employee's refusal to contribute to an employer-supported political action committee,\textsuperscript{162} refusal to participate in lobbying encouraged by a

\begin{enumerate}
\item Gandy v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 872 P.2d 859, 861-62 (N.M. 1994) (holding that an employee allegedly terminated for filing a discrimination complaint against her employer under a state FEP statute may also bring an independent tort claim for retaliatory discharge); Clay v. Advanced Computer Applications, Inc., 559 A.2d 917, 919-20 (Pa. 1989) (interpreting the Pennsylvania Human Relations Act, 43 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 42, § 951-63 (1991), as permitting employee's wrongful termination suit if, one year after filing a complaint under the Act, the enforcing administrative agency dismisses the complaint or fails to enter into a conciliation agreement to resolve it).
\item See, e.g., Niesent v. Homestake Mining Co. of California, 505 N.W.2d 781, 784 (S.D. 1993) (holding that the public policy exception includes a cause of action for wrongful discharge if the dismissal is in retaliation for filing a workers' compensation claim); Borden, Inc. v. Guerra, 860 S.W.2d 515, 522 (Tex. Ct. App. 1993) (ruling that an employee fired for filing a workers' compensation claim had a wrongful discharge cause of action).
\item See Gandy, 872 P.2d at 861-62.
\item See, e.g., Sorge v. Wright's Knitwear Corp., 832 F. Supp. 118, 120-21 (E.D. Pa. 1993) (holding that a former employee's allegations of retaliatory discharge as the result of his reporting workplace safety violations came within the public policy exception to at-will employment doctrine); Bleich v. Florence Crittenton Servs. of Baltimore, Inc., 632 A.2d 463, 469-70 (Md. Ct. Spec. App. 1993) (ruling that retaliation against a teacher who reported alleged safety violations at licensed residential child care facility violated public policy found in various child abuse and neglect statutes and regulations).
\item See Lilly v. Overnite Transp. Co., 995 F.2d 521, 524 (4th Cir. 1993) (holding that driver's discharge for refusing to operate a delivery truck with defective brakes violated public policy and gave rise to claim for wrongful discharge); Paskarnis v. Darien-Woodridge Fire Protection Dist., 623 N.E.2d 383, 385 (Ill. App. Ct. 1993) (ruling that allegations that a fire chief was discharged in retaliation for his speaking out against his employer's failure to properly train part-time firefighters stated a retaliatory discharge claim).
\item Bowe v. Charleston Area Medical Ctr., Inc., 428 S.E.2d 773, 777 (W. Va. 1993) (per curiam).
\end{enumerate}
public employer,\textsuperscript{163} refusal to violate federal highway safety regulations,\textsuperscript{164} exercise of the right to petition for redress of grievances and seek access to the courts,\textsuperscript{165} exercise of shareholder rights,\textsuperscript{166} refusal to give false information to federal government investigators,\textsuperscript{167} and performance of "important public deeds."\textsuperscript{168} In contrast, courts in other jurisdictions have permitted the EAWD to shield terminations triggered by employees exercising the freedom of association,\textsuperscript{169} the right to free speech,\textsuperscript{170} and the right to marry the person of one's choice.\textsuperscript{171}

Among the jurisdictions that recognize the public policy exception there is substantial disagreement about the propriety of looking beyond clear pronouncements by the legislative body to identify actionable public policy. The apparent majority view reflects a belief that the reach of the public policy exception is properly restricted to the explications of statutes and state constitutions. Thus, the California Supreme Court has asserted that courts "may not declare public policy without a basis in either the constitution or statutory provisions."\textsuperscript{172} Under this view, "the [public] policy also

\textsuperscript{165} McClung v. Marion County Comm'n, 360 S.E.2d 221, 227 (W. Va. 1987).
\textsuperscript{166} Bowman v. State Bank of Keysville, 331 S.E.2d 797, 800-01 (Va. 1985).
\textsuperscript{168} Mistishen v. Falcone Piano Co., 630 N.E.2d 294, 296 (Mass. App. Ct. 1994); see also supra note 130; infra note 176 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{170} Martin v. Capital Cities Media, Inc., 511 A.2d 830, 842-43 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1986), appeal denied, 523 A.2d 1132 (Pa. 1987); cf. Connick v. Myers, 461 U.S. 138, 145 (1983) (holding that public employees may not be discharged for speech going to matters of public concern.); McAuliff v. Mayor of New Bedford, 29 N.E. 517, 517 (Mass. 1892) (Holmes, J.) (denying relief to a policeman discharged for exercising his right to free speech because "the petitioner may have a constitutional right to talk politics, but he has no constitutional right to be a policeman.").
\textsuperscript{172} Gantt v. Sentry Ins., 824 P.2d 680, 687 (Cal. 1992); see also Parada v. City of Colton, 29 Cal. Rptr. 2d 309, 312 (Cal. Ct. App. 1994) ("The public policy must involve a subject which affects the public at large rather than a purely personal or proprietary interest of the plaintiff or employer."). That even this apparent restrictive view of the sources of public policy is subject to some interpretation is indicated by Sequoia Ins. Co. v. Superior Court, 16 Cal. Rptr. 2d 888, 892-94 (Cal. Ct. App. 1993), which held that the employer's precise act need not be specifically prohibited if the constitutional or statutory provision at issue describes the type of prohibited conduct sufficiently to put the employer on notice regarding the public policy at issue.
must be fundamental, substantial and well-established.” Jurisdictions that embrace this position generally reject expansive theories of legislative purpose or nebulous “implied” legislative intent—arguments not based in express statutory or constitutional language that are invoked in an effort to extend the public policy exception to the EAWD.

In contrast, courts in other states impose public policy limits on the EAWD based on nonstatutory sources, including judicial decisions, administrative regulations or decisions, professional codes of ethics, or previously undeclared policy. In the middle of these two extreme views of the appropriate sources of public policy, courts in some jurisdictions fill perceived gaps in existing statutory frameworks by actively identifying and fusing the public policies and purposes that underlie legislative pronouncements. These courts have been willing to reverse discharges on the basis of public policy ideas,

---

173. Parada, 29 Cal. Rptr. 2d at 312 (citing Gantt, 824 P.2d at 684).
174. See, for example, Harris v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 17 Cal. Rptr. 2d 649, 652 (Cal. App. Ct. 1993), in which the court stated that, in order for a former employee to maintain action for wrongful discharge on grounds that the discharge contravenes a fundamental public policy, that policy must be grounded in either a constitutional or statutory provision. Similarly, in Selof v. Island Foods, Inc., 623 N.E.2d 386, 387 (Ill. App. Ct. 1993), the court explained that to establish a prima facie case of retaliatory discharge in violation of public policy, plaintiff must show that she exercised a statutory or constitutional right, she was discharged in retaliation for her activity, and that the defendant-employer's conduct was motivated by an unlawful consideration. See also, e.g., Blair v. Physicians Mut. Ins., 496 N.W.2d 483, 486 (Neb. 1993) (holding that, unless constitutionally, statutorily, or contractually prohibited, an employer may terminate an at-will employee at any time with or without reason and not be liable for its actions); Krajsa v. Keypunch, Inc., 622 A.2d 355, 360 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1993) (holding that the only exception to the employment-at-will doctrine is for discharges which violate a clear mandate of public policy); Brockmeyer v. Dun & Bradstreet, 335 N.W.2d 834, 840 (Wis. 1983) (“The public policy must be evidenced by a constitutional or statutory provision.”).
175. 30 C.J.S. Employer-Employee Relationship § 68(b) (1992); see also Pierce v. Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp., 417 A.2d 505 (N.J. 1980). In Pierce, the New Jersey Supreme Court stated:

We hold that an employee has a cause of action for wrongful discharge when the discharge is contrary to a clear mandate of public policy. The sources of public policy include legislation; administrative rules, regulations or decisions; and judicial decisions. In certain instances, a professional code of ethics may contain an expression of public policy. However, not all such sources express a clear mandate of public policy. For example, a code of ethics designed to serve only the interests of a profession or an administrative regulation concerned with technical matters probably would not be sufficient.

Id. at 512.
meanings, and objectives that are not expressly articulated in legislative or constitutional provisions.\textsuperscript{176}

Notwithstanding the more expansive views of the appropriate sources of public policy, case law confirms that courts are most apt to invoke the public policy exception when plaintiff employees rely on administrative codes, regulations, statutes, constitutional provisions, or common-law principles that bear directly on the challenged termination. Judicial intervention also is more probable when the operative public policy is grounded in a clear legislative or constitutional pronouncement or writing. Thus, it can be reliably inferred that where employment termination disputes involve problems or issues unanticipated and unaddressed by legislation, the Constitution, or established common-law doctrine, employers seldom run afoul of the public policy exception.

V. THE INTERACTION BETWEEN THE EAWD AND EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE AGREEMENTS TO ARBITRATE STATUTORY FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES CLAIMS

The analysis now returns to the central question posited at the outset of this article: Can at-will employers secure the purported benefits of arbitrating statutory fair employment practices claims without inadvertently limiting, or completely surrendering, the remaining discretion to terminate employees presently enjoyed under the modern EAWD?\textsuperscript{177} The answer to this question lies in the effect of the interaction between employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims and the EAWD. The commentary immediately below describes the first category of those interaction

\textsuperscript{176} See, e.g., Mistishen v. Falcone Piano Co., 630 N.E.2d 294, 296 (Mass. App. Ct. 1994) ("While the importance of a public deed is not determined on the sole basis of whether the law absolutely requires its performance, such a mandate would bespeak a legislative determination of the importance of the act to the public." (citation omitted)). The New Hampshire Supreme Court likewise applies a more liberal test for public policy-based discharges, holding that public policy is contravened when an employer terminates an employee for performing an act which public policy would encourage, or for refusing to perform an act which public policy would condemn. Short v. School Admin. Unit No. 16, 612 A.2d 364, 370 (N.H. 1992); see also Bravo v. Dolsen Cos., 862 P.2d 623, 629 (Wash. Ct. App. 1993) (ruling that a wrongful discharge tort action exists if the discharge contravenes a clear mandate of public policy, including legislatively recognized public policies).

\textsuperscript{177} An important collateral question also examined below, see infra notes 180-202 and accompanying text, centers on the manner in which the existing EAWD case law will affect the implementation of contractual agreements to arbitrate.
effects, those specifically indicated by the previously examined modern EAWD case law.

Of the two categories of limitations imposed on the EAWD during the course of the last sixty years—legislative and judicially fashioned—those imposed by the judiciary without the benefit of explicit legislative direction are the grist of this analysis. As demonstrated above, it is easy to ascertain the result of the interaction between the EAWD and the substantive protections of the several FEP statutes when statutory FEP claims are submitted to arbitration. The EAWD simply does not shield discharges by at-will employers that abrogate the statutorily guaranteed FEP rights of terminated protected-group members. The statutory FEP protections trump the EAWD.

Uncertainty arises, however, when the focus shifts to the likely effects of the interaction between the several judicially fashioned exceptions to the EAWD and employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims. Skilled lawyers can certainly draft arbitration agreements that, by their unequivocal terms, purport to obligate the employee and employer to arbitrate statutory FEP claims while preserving the employer's at-will freedom. It is less clear that when courts scrutinize the manner in which those agreements are implemented they will consistently be given that effect. The potential impact of the three common-law doctrines used by judges to constrain the EAWD—the implied covenant of good faith, the implied-in-fact contract terms/enforceable promises doctrine, and the public policy exception—is uncertain when the doctrines are applied within the milieu of contractual agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims. Each of the probable specific interaction effects will be examined in turn.

178. See Mathiason & Ober, supra note 9, at 909; Christopher H. Mills, Drafting Employment Agreements: Practical and Legal Considerations, in HANDLING CORPORATE EMPLOYMENT PROBLEMS 1991, at 470 (PLI Litig. & Admin. Practice Course Handbook Series No. 410 (1991)).

179. The authors' research reveals no reported cases to date precisely addressing the possible effects of the interaction between the EAWD and employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims. Consequently, what follows is by necessity a largely heuristic evaluation, based on extrapolation from the existing EAWD case law, of the likely interaction between the EAWD and the emerging phenomenon signaled by Gilmer and its progeny.
A. Arbitration Agreements and the Implied Covenant of Good Faith

By agreeing with its employees to arbitrate unresolved statutory FEP claims, an employer introduces a contract into an otherwise contract-free employment relationship. In doing so, the employer raises the possibility that the arbitration agreement will form the basis for a judicial attribution to both parties of an implied, enforceable obligation to deal with one another fairly and in good faith within the context of the agreement to arbitrate. Disclaimers, either general in nature or specifically directed toward the implied covenant of good faith, may not be an effective barrier to invocation of the covenant, because the usual rule is that the obligation to conduct contractual relations in good faith cannot be waived.\(^{180}\)

Because this exception is a creature of judicial conscience that has not been embraced by a majority of the states,\(^{181}\) its use within the context of employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims seems likely to vary widely across jurisdictions. Despite the prospect of uneven application, it would be a mistake to infer that the implied covenant of good faith cannot have a significant impact. The interests at issue in contractual agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims implicate significant constitutional and statutory rights. Consequently, they are of great interest to the public and raise important public policy concerns. Courts are certain to be highly predisposed to read into them a good faith obligation.

At bottom, the implied covenant of good faith requires the employer to "shoot straight" and to "do the right thing." In the context of arbitration of statutory FEP claims, where the covenant is recognized, it will be applied to ensure that employers respect the


181. 2 MARK A. ROTHSTEIN ET AL., EMPLOYMENT LAW, § 9.6 (1994) (noting that "[a] little more than one-fifth of the states have permitted the use of the implied-in-law covenant of good faith and fair dealing to challenge discharges or other employer actions in certain limited situations").
express terms of the arbitration agreements they enter into with their employees. Thus, employers will have to comply with the provisions of the arbitration procedure that control the types of claims that can be raised (substantive arbitrability), timeliness and other procedural matters (procedural arbitrability), arbitrator selection and compensation, finality of the arbitrator’s award, and the like. Furthermore, employers will be expected to implement the remedial orders of arbitrators in an expeditious and forthright manner, without obfuscation. Finally, the courts will use the implied covenant of good faith to police any other untoward employer conduct that harms the employee who has chosen to arbitrate a statutory claim or that seriously diminishes the value of the procedural and substantive protections the arbitration mechanism was intended to provide.

It is unclear what remedies courts would deem appropriate if they determined that the employer had breached the covenant. The breach at issue would go not to the decision to discharge, but to the employer’s conduct with regard to an alternative dispute resolution procedure serving as a surrogate for litigation in court. Therefore, it is difficult to discern under what conditions a court, finding a breach of the implied covenant of good faith, might be willing to reverse the underlying discharge. A conception of this dimension of the impact of the implied covenant of good faith is illustrated by Figure I below, in which the bipolar axis of the continuum measures the degree to which a court might interfere with the employer’s at-will freedom to terminate employees for reasons not proscribed by statute.

At one end of this continuum (point (A)), when a reviewing court finds the employer in breach of the covenant due to its refusal to arbitrate or due to other conduct that prevented arbitration of the employee’s statutory FEP claim, a remand to arbitration is the likely outcome. At the opposite continuum pole (point (D)), when the employee’s claim has been denied in arbitration but a reviewing court concludes that the result was achieved in whole or in part through extreme bad faith conduct by the employer, it is quite possible that a discharge otherwise consistent with law will be reversed.

182. Remedial orders may include reinstatement, back or front pay, compensatory and/or punitive damages. See MARVIN F. HILL & ANTHONY SINICROPI, BUREAU OF NAT. AFFAIRS, REMEDIES IN ARBITRATION 135-284 (2d ed. 1991).

183. An example of such bad faith conduct might be introducing falsified documents at the hearing that are then relied upon by the arbitrator.

184. This would occur through a finding of no violation of the FEP statute(s) at issue in the arbitration.
The middle range nearest the first scenario (point (B)), represents the situation when, at the conclusion of arbitration, the arbitrator upholds the employee’s claim and the employer, in breach of the covenant, refuses to implement the remedy ordered. It is likely that a court would merely enforce the arbitration award and attendant remedy order.\(^\text{185}\) A second midrange point (point (C)) is nearer in character to the right-hand continuum pole. In this scenario, no arbitration has been conducted, but a court ascertains that the employer’s conduct in breach of the covenant was so egregious or was otherwise of such a nature that a fair arbitration no longer can be held.\(^\text{186}\) In this situation, reversal of the discharge appears certain.

In all of these circumstances, particularly troublesome employer behavior during the course of the arbitration procedure that is inconsistent with the implied covenant of good faith would raise the possibility of compensatory (contract) damages independent of the discharge action. Of more concern to employers accustomed to exercising unfettered discretion to discharge employees for any reason

---

185. The results at points (A) and (B) of the continuum could also be achieved through an action brought under section 4 of the Federal Arbitration Act seeking either an order compelling a recalcitrant employer to arbitrate (A), or an order enforcing the arbitrator’s award (B). See 9 U.S.C. §§ 2, 3, 4, 13 (1988); see also supra part VI.

186. An example might be threatening employees called to testify on the claimant employee’s behalf with retaliation if they did so.
not otherwise barred by law is that employees who were judged to have been terminated for lawful reasons under the particular FEP statute and under the EAWD, or who probably would have been so judged, could nevertheless be reinstated, perhaps with a monetary remedy. This situation is symbolized by the right-hand range of the continuum above (points (C) and (D)).

Confronting this reality will be a new and sobering experience for at-will employers accustomed to a free hand in termination matters. Although application of the implied covenant of good faith in this context would not establish a *de facto* just cause guarantee,\(^1\) it would diminish, indirectly but significantly, the EAWD shield. That prospect is a weighty consideration for at-will employers in deciding whether to use arbitration as an alternative device for adjudicating the statutory FEP claims of their employees.

**B. Arbitration Agreements and the Implied-In-Fact Exceptions to the EAWD**

Unlike the implied covenant of good faith, the interaction between employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims and the implied-in-fact exceptions to the EAWD will not be triggered by repugnant or pernicious employer conduct toward employees. Rather, it will arise where a court finds that the manner in which the employer promulgates, articulates, and implements the arbitration procedure for statutory FEP claims constitutes an implied contract or contract term, or an enforceable tacit promise, to terminate employees only for just cause. Here, the critical tasks for employers will be careful drafting of the arbitration agreement and consistent application and implementation of its terms.

For employers desiring to arbitrate only statutory FEP claims, while retaining the freedom to discharge employees at-will for any reason(s) not in violation of those statutes, the first step will be careful crafting of the arbitration agreement and any employee handbook provisions addressing the arbitration procedure. The key will be a clear definition of the scope of the arbitration mechanism and an equally clear disclaimer of any intention to arbitrate nonstatutory matters, including discharge, that fall outside its reach. The most reliable way to articulate the procedure’s scope would be an enumera-
tion of the specific statutes within its reach:\textsuperscript{188} Title VII, the ADEA, the ADA, section 1981 of the Civil Rights Act of 1866,\textsuperscript{189} the Equal Pay Act, and the new Family and Medical Leave Act.\textsuperscript{190} That statement, along with a prominent disclaimer of any express or implied agreement or intention to embrace nonstatutory claims or to modify the EAWD's basic premise, should effectively restrict the arbitration procedure to claimed violations of the cited FEP statutes.

The next step toward avoiding a breach of the EAWD shield involves the implementation and administration of the arbitration mechanism. This step will be much more difficult for at-will employers to handle competently. The implied-in-fact case law reveals a number of recurring scenarios, or "trip wires," that can furnish a court with the basis for inferring a contract, a contract term, or an enforceable promise that obligates the employer to arbitrate matters other than claimed statutory FEP violations.

In explaining the arbitration agreement to employees, employers must describe clearly the limited scope of the appeals procedure it creates. They must avoid speaking in broad terms of guarantees of "fairness," "workplace justice," and "workplace due process." Forthrightness and accuracy is critical. Employees must not be given any reasonable basis to believe that they are agreeing to anything more

\textsuperscript{188} A major question for the employer in this regard is whether to open the scope of the arbitration mechanism to claims beyond the FEP statutes cited by embracing other employment rights statutes like the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), 29 U.S.C. §§ 651-678 (1988 & Supp. IV 1992); the Employee Retirement and Income Security Act (ERISA), 29 U.S.C. §§ 1001-1461 (1988 & Supp. IV 1992); the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), 29 U.S.C. § 201-219 (1988 & Supp. IV 1992); the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act (WARN), 29 U.S.C. §§ 2101-2109 (1988 & Supp. IV 1992); state worker compensation statutes; and the like. Extending the range of arbitral issues beyond the basic fair employment statutes is probably ill-advised. The types of disputes most amenable to resolution through an expedited, simplified proceeding like arbitration are those involving individual employees' claims centering on matters of discharge, promotion, layoff and other discrete, routine personnel actions. It is the authors' belief that these individual claims are the predominant types of cases that are adjudicated under Title VII and the other FEP statutes. In contrast, statutory schemes like OSHA, ERISA, FLSA, WARN, and worker compensation statutes more often than not involve highly specialized adjudications based on extensive administrative agency rules, adjudications, and related case law. Moreover, these statutes typically have highly developed administrative enforcement schemes that likely would not comport well with arbitration. See, e.g., Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), 29 U.S.C. §§ 659-666 (1988) (establishing the Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission and the scheme for enforcing OSHA). The administrative rules that implement the enforcement scheme are provided at 29 C.F.R. § 2200 (1993).


than a procedure for arbitrating employer actions claimed to be in violation of the explicit protections and rights secured to them by the FEP statutes expressly embraced by the arbitration procedure. Employers should avoid overselling the attributes and scope of the arbitration agreement.\(^{191}\)

Further caution should be exercised if, as frequently is the case, the arbitration mechanism is linked to a prearbitration grievance procedure or mediation step. An implied contract term or enforceable promise may be created by any statement, action, or representation by a front-line supervisor, higher level manager, or employee relations official which implies that disputes, other than those linked directly to a \textit{bona fide} claim of a statutory FEP violation, will be arbitrated. Thus, when an employee attempts to join a statutory FEP claim with collateral matters not within the reach of the arbitration procedure, the employer must make clear that only the facts and circumstances pertinent to the statutory FEP claim will be arbitrated. In the same manner, it may be necessary before entering into a prearbitration mediation effort for the employer to secure a stipulation from the employee (and employee’s counsel) that the entire mediation is off the record and will not be cited in any other proceeding, either judicial or arbitral.

191. Through their conduct, remarks and writings, employers can unwittingly oversell the scope of a contractual arbitration mechanism. In Clay v. Horton Mfg. Co., Inc., 493 N.W.2d 379, 380-82 (Wis. Ct. App. 1992), for example, the employer’s handbook contained a prominent disclaimer: “This handbook is intended for informational purposes only and neither it, company practices, nor other communications create an employment contract or term. . . . [T]he policies . . . outlined in this handbook are subject to . . . change by management at any time.” \textit{Id.} at 380. The plaintiff employee asserted that, notwithstanding the handbook’s disclaimer, its provisions became a part of his employment contract because of the repeated oral assurances by management personnel that those provisions would be followed. \textit{Id.} at 380-81. He alleged he was told to “obey the employee handbook. We obey it, you obey it.” \textit{Id.} at 381. When the employee had questions, he was referred to the handbook, and was repeatedly told that if he obeyed the rules in the handbook he would keep his job. \textit{Id.} The court viewed the question of whether the handbook constituted a contract as turning on the parties’ mutual intent as to the handbook’s provisions. \textit{Id.} It deemed the disclaimer inconclusive, and concluded that an employer can modify an employment contract through words and conduct, notwithstanding a disclaimer. \textit{Id.} at 382.

In Hodgson v. Bunzl Utah, Inc., 844 P.2d 331, 334 (Utah 1992), the court ruled that evidence of conduct and oral statements can establish an implied-in-fact contract of employment even without support of written policies, bulletins, or handbooks, if that evidence is strong enough to overcome the presumption of at-will employment and any inconsistent written policies and disclaimers. \textit{See also} Swanson v. Liquid Air Corp., 826 P.2d 664, 668 (Wash. 1992) (holding that an employer’s inconsistent representations and conduct may negate or override a disclaimer).
One of the primary pitfalls to which employers must remain alert will arise if the arbitration procedure proves to be an efficient method for expeditiously achieving satisfactory resolutions to statutory-based disputes. If it does, there will be substantial temptation to utilize the arbitration mechanism to resolve other, nonstatutory employer-employee disputes that the employer does not want to litigate in court. If the employer succumbs to that temptation routinely, or even occasionally, the implied-in-fact doctrine will materialize to furnish a court with a sound basis for inferring an employer commitment to arbitrate all employment disputes. This danger will be most discernible in tough, high-stakes discharge cases that normally would fall within the purview of the EAWD.

When the employer enters into agreements with its employees to arbitrate their statutory FEP claims, it explicitly acknowledges the substantial statutory limitations on its freedom to terminate employees embraced by the arbitration procedure. It must avoid allowing that explicit congressional diminution of its authority to blossom into an unknowing surrender of its remaining at-will discretion through the de facto imposition of a just cause standard for discharge. If the employer is to avail itself of the advantages of arbitration without opening the door to judicial usurpation of the residual at-will authority, it must monitor carefully the actions and words of its management and supervisory officials. Any management conduct that can trigger a reasonable belief by employees that they will be discharged only for just cause, or that they will be permitted to challenge all terminations through the arbitration mechanism, invites judicial intervention.192

C. Arbitration Agreements and the Public Policy Exception to the EAWD

There are two dimensions to the interface between employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims and the public policy exception to the EAWD. First, the previously discussed premise of the public policy exception establishes that otherwise permissible at-will terminations of employees running afoul of a clear public policy are not shielded by the EAWD.193 The second dimen-

192. Maintaining at-will discretion in the face of agreements to arbitrate statutory employment rights claims will require extensive training of front-line supervisors, managers, and human resources officials, as well as careful monitoring of the operation of the arbitration procedure.
193. See supra notes 152-76 and accompanying text.
sion is the rule of *Gilmer* that, as a separate public policy pertaining to the arbitration of statutory FEP claims under the FAA, arbitration is a suitable surrogate for litigation only if the arbitration procedure itself provides adequate procedural and substantive due process safeguards.194

Few public policies relating to the employer-employee relationship are more significant or far reaching than the two identified above. In evaluating the conduct of employers in the administration and implementation of these arbitration procedures, the courts undoubtedly will act quickly to remedy employer conduct found to have abridged the right of claimant employees to have their statutory FEP claims arbitrated fairly. The signal sent to employers by the intersection of these two public policies is unmistakable. If employers want arbitration to function as a substitute for traditional litigation, they must ensure that it is a truly fair procedure providing employees with a full opportunity to challenge discharges and other personnel actions on a level playing field.

The critical elements of a full and fair arbitration procedure will center on matters of substantive and procedural due process.195 Thus, in designing the arbitration mechanism at-will employers must ensure the right of employees to be represented by counsel or by other persons of their choice. The procedure must provide for adequate prehearing discovery and employers must permit reasonable access to employee personnel records and other information or evidence that is solely in their possession and control. The procedure for choosing the arbitrator must ensure the mutual selection of an...

---


195. *See Mathews v. Eldridge*, 424 U.S. 319, 321-49 (1976). The Supreme Court held that "'due process'...is not a technical conception with a fixed content unrelated to time, place and circumstances[; rather, it] is flexible and calls for such procedural protections as the particular situation demands." *Id.* at 334 (citing Cafeteria Workers v. McElroy, 367 U.S. 886, 895 (1961); Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 481 (1972)). The fundamental requirement of due process is the opportunity to be heard at a meaningful time and in a meaningful manner. *Id.* at 333. To identify the specific dictates of due process it is generally necessary to consider three factors: the nature of the private interest that will be affected by the official action; the risk of the erroneous deprivation of the private interest through the procedures used, and probable value, if any, of requiring additional or substitute procedural safeguards; and the government's interest, including the function involved and the fiscal and administrative burdens that additional or substitute procedural requirements would entail. *Id.* at 334-35; *see also DUNLOP COMMISSION, supra* note 3, at 115-17 (discussing the "key safeguards" that must be built into an effective employer-employee arbitration procedure).
individual of established neutrality and competence. Employers must avoid any type of conduct, by supervisors or others, that limits the ability of claimant employees to call fellow employees, supervisors, or managers as witnesses on their behalf. Further, there can be no retaliation against the individuals who so testify.

At all times during the progression of employee claims through the arbitration procedure, at-will employers must avoid any actions intended to delay the process or to make it more difficult for employees to achieve a fair hearing of their claims. After the award has issued, employers must move quickly and forthrightly to implement any remedy ordered by the arbitrator and must resist the temptation to delay implementation by mounting vexatious appeals that offer little real hope that a court will vacate or modify the award.

As with many of the other aspects of the arbitration of statutory FEP employment rights claims, at-will employers will have to make a conscious effort to learn to play this new game. It will be a difficult step to open routinely employment-related decisions that formerly were challengeable only through court action to the scrutiny of an outsider who is given the authority to reverse or modify those actions. Stated simply, those employers must adopt a new view of the dispute-resolution process, at least with regard to the statutory FEP claims that will be pursued under the arbitration procedure. Under that view, employers place primary value on resolving employment-related disputes accurately, fairly, expeditiously, and in a cost-effective manner. In this context, it is important for at-will employers to realize that the license granted to the courts by the public policy exception (and where it is recognized, the implied covenant of good

---

196. See Republic Indus., Inc. v. Teamsters Joint Council No. 83, 718 F.2d 628, 639-40 (4th Cir. 1983) (identifying impartiality and objectivity of the arbitrator as critical elements of an arbitration procedure with sufficient due process guarantees), cert. denied, 467 U.S. 1259 (1984). That arbitrator neutrality and competence are vital concerns is indicated by the recent study by the Government Accounting Office of the arbitration of employee statutory FEP claims in the securities industry under the auspices of the arbitration mechanisms administered by the New York Stock Exchange and the National Association of Securities Dealers. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, PUB. No. GAO/HEHS-94-17, EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION: HOW REGISTERED REPRESENTATIVES FARE IN DISCRIMINATION DISPUTES (1994). The March 1994 GAO Report expressed significant reservation regarding the competency, neutrality and the demographic characteristics of the arbitrators assigned to arbitrate these statutory FEP matters in the securities industry. Id. at 12. Related information can be found in Margaret A. Jacobs, Required Job-Bias Arbitration Stirs Critics, WALL ST. J., June 22, 1994, at B5; Margaret A. Jacobs, Riding Crop and Slurs: How Wall St. Dealt With a Sex-Bias Case, WALL ST. J., June 9, 1994, at A1; Steven A. Holmes, Arbiters of Bias in Securities Industry Have Slight Experience in Labor Law, N.Y. TIMES, April 5, 1994, late ed., at 86.
faith), in concert with the Federal Arbitration Act\textsuperscript{197}—to oversee employer behavior pertaining to the arbitration of statutory FEP claims—is far-reaching. Any employer conduct that manifests either a reluctance to deal with employees on an equal footing or an unwillingness to accept unfavorable outcomes would contravene both the substantive protections of the relevant FEP statute(s) and the public policy favoring arbitration that is reflected in the FAA. Consequently, such behavior by employers would beg judicial intervention under the imprimatur of the public policy exception.

The remedies imposed by a court for this type of employer conduct presumably will vary according to the circumstances.\textsuperscript{198} In a manner similar to the remedy-related dimensions of the implied covenant of good faith, egregious employer actions that prevent a full and fair initial arbitration, or readjudication on remand to arbitration, almost certainly would result in a judicial order reversing the underlying personnel action. The claimant employee would be restored to the \textit{status quo} that existed before the underlying controversy arose, and when appropriate, would be awarded some form of monetary remedy. Less serious actions by the employer that nevertheless contaminate the arbitration tribunal would result in a remand to a new arbitration proceeding or, where the employee has secured a favorable award in arbitration, an order enforcing that award.

All of the above ramifications flowing from the decision to arbitrate statutory FEP claims will apply to employee discharges. The one area where some uncertainty exists in the interface between the EAWD public policy exception and the arbitration of statutory FEP claims is that of employee challenges to discharges alleged to be in violation of public policy but that do not violate express statutory provisions.\textsuperscript{199} An employee's effort to arbitrate claims that a termination was, for example, motivated by an act of "whistle blowing" not protected by statute, or that the termination was in retaliation for refusing to perform or overlook an illegal act, will present difficult questions of substantive arbitrability that have not yet been addressed by the courts within the context of a narrowly drawn agreement to arbitrate only statutory FEP claims.\textsuperscript{200}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{198} See supra Figure 1.
\textsuperscript{199} See supra notes 172-76 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{200} This dimension of the EAWD-arbitration interaction further illustrates the importance of carefully crafting the arbitration agreement language that defines the scope of the procedure and disclaims those matters not expressly embraced therein. Thus, a reference to "rights guaranteed employees under law" would almost surely embrace these
\end{flushright}
A hint as to the Supreme Court's likely attitude toward this question is found in the body of case law pertaining to the arbitration of labor disputes under collective bargaining agreements. In recent years, the Court has fashioned an exception to the general rule insulating labor arbitration awards from judicial review on their merits. The exception permits the federal courts to refuse to enforce arbitration awards where enforcement would violate an explicit public policy that is "well defined and dominant, and ascertainable by reference to the laws and legal precedents."\(^{201}\) In the future, courts may draw upon this component of the law of labor arbitration, appending it to the law of commercial arbitration under the FAA to justify hearing challenges to, and vacating awards under, employer-employee arbitration agreements that uphold discharge decisions arguably made in violation of public policies other than those set forth in the various FEP statutes.\(^{202}\)

A similar dilemma for the employer that involves the decision of whether to arbitrate is presented when a challenge to a termination action presents both an allegation of a statutory violation (e.g., a Title VII race claim) and a nonstatutory public policy claim (e.g., based on an asserted act of whistle blowing). In that circumstance, the employer must exercise caution in order to separate the statutory claim from the nonstatutory claim and arbitrate only the former.

For the at-will employer, the lesson from the public policy element of the EAWD-arbitration interface is straightforward: Courts will not tolerate any employer action that appears or is intended to limit the full value of the arbitration mechanism to discharged employees, or that in any way restricts the vitality and reach of the statutory protections that are the focus of that procedure. This is a lesson many at-will employers may find difficult to grasp.

The obvious interaction effects between the EAWD and arbitration of statutory FEP claims discussed above are an important nonstatutory public policy-based claims. A procedure expressly limited to claimed violations of specified FEP statutes would not.


202. Misco, 484 U.S. at 42; see also Seymour v. Blue Cross/Blue Shield, 988 F.2d 1020, 1023 (10th Cir. 1993) (refusing to set aside arbitration award as against statutory or judicially created public policy exceptions).
factor guiding the response of at-will employers that want to preserve what remains of the EAWD shield but also want to take advantage of the benefits of employer-employee agreements to arbitrate. That fact notwithstanding, the authors' research and related reflections on this matter have led them to discern three broader, potentially more important implications of the move toward the arbitration of statutory FEP claims. None of these three broader, more complex interaction effects has been addressed in the existing case law or the relevant literature. Nevertheless, the authors submit that they could subsume all of the matters discussed above. This second dimension of the EAWD-arbitration interaction is the subject of the final substantive section of this analysis.

VI. THE BROAD INTERACTION EFFECTS: THE COMPULSION TO ARBITRATE; THE DE FACTO JUST CAUSE STANDARD; AND DIFFERENTIAL TREATMENT OF NONPROTECTED-GROUP MEMBERS

The three broad EAWD-arbitration interaction effects discussed here will manifest themselves only with the maturation and widespread use of employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims. All three are tied to the manner in which discharged at-will employees will attempt to prove that their terminations were the result of illegal discrimination, and are linked with a difficulty that employers and the courts will encounter at the pre-arbitration stage. That difficulty lies in separating defensible, minimally colorable claims of illegal discrimination from those circumstances in which there is no palpable basis to suspect that a violation of FEP law has occurred.

The first broad effect, the compulsion of at-will employers to arbitrate virtually all challenged discharges of protected-group members, will result from applying the substantive arbitrability dimension of the law of commercial arbitration. The second effect, the emergence of a de facto just cause standard for protected-group members, will arise from the constraints that the disparate treatment order and allocation of proof paradigm places on the discretion of at-will employers to terminate traditionally protected-group members for reasons other than their race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age, or disability. The third broad interaction effect relates to the first and second; it concerns the difficulty at-will employers may experience in refusing to arbitrate the discharges of nonmembers of the traditionally protected groups.

Examination of these broad phenomena is best accomplished by contrasting the circumstances faced by traditional protected-group members who attempt to challenge alleged wrongful discharges with
those that will confront nonprotected-group members who wish to do the same. The analysis that follows is fashioned accordingly.203

A. At-Will Discharges of Protected-Group Members: The Employer's Compulsion to Arbitrate

Thoughtful appraisal of the scenario under which individual statutory FEP claims will be arbitrated suggests a sobering revelation for at-will employers. By agreeing to arbitrate statutory claims of illegal employment discrimination, at-will employers will create an adjudicatory process that employees will find much easier to initiate and pursue than a traditional lawsuit. Consequently, those at-will employers, over time, almost certainly will be confronted with demands to arbitrate virtually all challenged terminations of the members of the groups whose interests are protected under the various FEP statutes. Protected-group members who are discharged for what they believe to be illegitimate reasons regularly will seek arbitral review by alleging that the reasons cited by the employer for termination were only a pretext for illegal employment discrimination.

When at-will employers believe that discharges of protected-group members are based on sound business-related reasons and are not motivated by illegal discriminatory intent, they will resist arbitration by contending that the arbitration mechanism was intended to embrace only legitimate claims of illegal employment discrimination. In the vernacular of commercial arbitration, this employer recalcitrance would take the form of a substantive arbitrability argument that specious, frivolous claims of employment discrimination are not proper subjects for arbitration under employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims. At-will employers that take this position will force discharged protected-group members who wish to arbitrate to resort to an appropriate judicial forum to obtain enforcement of the agreement to arbitrate. It is at this point that the law of commercial arbitration pertaining to substantive arbitrability becomes relevant.

203. The authors' research reveals no analysis or commentary in the literature, nor any case law, that directly identifies or addresses any of these three broader dimensions of the relationship between employer-employee agreements to arbitrate individual statutory FEP claims and the EAWD. Therefore, as was true with the discussion pertaining to the specific EAWD-arbitration interaction effects, the analysis below is necessarily heuristic in nature and based on extrapolation from the existing case law.
1. The Relevant Law of Substantive Arbitrability

The previously discussed opinions of the United States Supreme Court in *Mitsubishi Motors Corp.*\(^{204}\), *McMahon*\(^{205}\), *Rodriguez de Quijas*\(^{206}\) and *Gilmer*\(^{207}\) make clear that the Court considers arbitration of statutory claims (FEP and otherwise) to be a matter of commercial arbitration governed by the Federal Arbitration Act.\(^{208}\) Section 2 of the FAA makes contractual agreements to arbitrate valid, irrevocable, and enforceable.\(^{209}\) Section 4 of the FAA expressly authorizes a party seeking to enforce an arbitration agreement to petition a federal district court for an order directing that arbitration proceed in the manner called for in the contractual agreement.\(^{210}\)

Under the FAA, substantive arbitrability is a question for the courts,
not employers or arbitrators, to decide. The party resisting arbitration bears the burden of proving that it is not obligated to arbitrate.

The relevant FAA case law establishes that when disposing of a discharged protected-group member's petition to compel an employer to arbitrate, a court will be presented with two questions: (i) Is there a valid agreement to arbitrate between the employer and employee? (ii) Do the claims asserted by the petitioner employee fall within the scope of the arbitration mechanism? In making these two determinations, a court is generally deemed to lack authority to examine or evaluate the merits of the underlying dispute. Thus, assuming that the employer-employee agreement to arbitrate is valid, the

---

211. See Dean Witter Reynolds v. McCoy, 995 F.2d 649, 650 (6th Cir. 1993) (per curiam); Stotter Div. of Graduate Plastics Co. v. District 65, UAW, 991 F.2d 997, 1000-01 (2d Cir. 1993); Chastain v. Robinson-Humphrey Co., 957 F.2d 851, 853-54 (11th Cir. 1992); see also Contracting Northwest, Inc. v. City of Fredericksburg, Iowa, 713 F.2d 382, 386 (8th Cir. 1983) (holding that, although procedural arbitrability may be determined by the arbitrator, substantive arbitrability is a matter for the courts); cf. L.S. Joseph Co. v. Michigan Sugar Co., 803 F.2d 396, 398 (8th Cir. 1986) (holding that matters of procedural arbitrability are proper subjects for resolution by an arbitrator).


213. Mercury Constr. Corp. v. Moses H. Cone Memorial Hosp., 656 F.2d 933, 938-39 (4th Cir. 1981), aff'd, 460 U.S. 1 (1983); see also Progressive Casualty Ins. Co. v. C.A. Reaseguradora Nacional De Venezuela, 991 F.2d 42, 45 (2d Cir. 1993) (stating that arbitration will be compelled where the parties have agreed to arbitrate and the agreement covers the asserted claims). A second variation on this framework for analysis requires a district court which has found a valid arbitration agreement to ascertain whether the particular claim in dispute is barred from arbitration by federal or state law or policy. See R.M. Perez & Assoc. v. Welch, 960 F.2d 534, 538 (5th Cir. 1992) (citing Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Soler Chrysler Plymouth, 473 U.S. 614, 628-30 (1985)).


question that remains is whether an arguably frivolous claim of illegal employment discrimination brought by a protected-group member is within the scope of an arbitration mechanism intended to embrace only employee statutory FEP claims. The relevant law of substantive arbitrability leaves no doubt that the answer to this question is "Yes."  

2. The Law of Substantive Arbitrability Applied

The substantive arbitrability case law arising under the FAA (and at times borrowed from the law of labor arbitration arising under the Labor Management Relations Act) is replete with admonitions to the trial courts that they are not to look to the merits of the controversy underlying a petition to compel arbitration, even when the claim itself appears to be frivolous. In deciding a petition to compel arbitration "the court is limited to ascertaining 'whether the party seeking arbitration is making a claim which on its face is governed by the contract [to arbitrate]. . . . The courts . . . have no business weighing the merits of the [dispute].'" This decision rule produces "a presumption of arbitrability in the sense that 'an order to arbitrate a particular [claim] should not be denied unless it can be said with positive assurance that the arbitration clause is not susceptible of an interpretation that covers the asserted dispute.'" The presum-
tion of arbitrability is a strong one that can be "overcome only by a definitive showing that the dispute in question is outside the coverage of the arbitration clause." If there is doubt as to the scope of arbitrable issues under an agreement to arbitrate, those doubts "should be resolved in favor of arbitration, whether the problem at hand is the construction of contract language itself, or an allegation of waiver, delay or a like defense to arbitrability." Thus, the cases make clear that the "federal substantive law of arbitrability counsels 'that questions of arbitrability must be addressed with a healthy regard for the federal policy favoring arbitration.'"

Because of their status as members of a protected class under the statutes that are the subject of the arbitration mechanism, even dubious assertions by the protected-group members that their statutory FEP rights have been abridged are matters that, on their face, must be deemed within the scope of agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims. The determination that such claims are frivolous can be made only if the courts look to the merits of the underlying controversies. Given the unequivocal judicial statements as to the inappropriateness of judicial inquiry beyond the face of the claim in arbitration, courts would be hard pressed to deny the petitions of discharged protected-group members to compel arbitration on the basis of contentions by their employers that the underlying discharges were in fact justified. Instead, judicial orders directing employers to arbitrate would seem inevitable.

The prevailing law of commercial arbitration pertaining to substantive arbitrability makes clear that, as the arbitration of statutory FEP claims becomes commonplace, at-will employers entering into arbitration agreements with their employees will find that they are effectively compelled to arbitrate all claims of illegal

---

221. Progressive Casualty Ins. Co. v. C.A. Reaseguradora Nacional De Venezuela, 991 F.2d 42, 48 (2d Cir. 1993); accord Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Solier Chrysler Plymouth, Inc., 473 U.S. 614, 626 (1985); Mercury Construction Corp. v. Moses H. Cone Memorial Hospital, 460 U.S. 1, 24-25 (1983); see also Hoffmann, 984 F.2d at 1377 (stating that arbitrability is presumed "unless it can be said with positive assurance" that the arbitration clause does not cover the dispute (quoting AT&T Technologies, 475 U.S. at 650)); Ritzel Communications v. Mid-American Cellular Tel. Co., 989 F.2d 966, 968-69 (8th Cir. 1993) (stating that "any doubts concerning waiver of arbitrability should be resolved in favor of arbitration").
222. Progressive Casualty Ins., 991 F.2d at 48 (quoting Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Solier Chrysler Plymouth, 473 U.S. 614, 626 (1985)).
employment discrimination, whether frivolous or not, that are brought by discharged protected-group members.223

B. At-Will Discharges of Protected-Group Members: Claims of Pretext and the Emergence of a Discernable De Facto Just Cause Standard

Because discharges claimed to be in violation of Title VII, the ADEA, or the ADA will involve alleged acts of discrimination against individual claimants, proper arbitral analysis of these discharges is almost certain to comport with the disparate treatment order and allocation of proof paradigm224 as articulated by the Supreme Court in McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green,225 Texas Department of Community Affairs v. Burdine226 and St. Mary's Honor Center v. Hicks.227 As demonstrated below, the advent of routine arbitral application of the McDonnell Douglas-Burdine-Hicks paradigm will have a significantly deleterious effect on the discretion of at-will employers to terminate protected-group members for reasons not proscribed by the FEP statutes. Today, in the judicial forum, at-will employers face the same obligation to defend challenged discharges

223. See Dean Witter Reynolds v. McCoy, 995 F.2d 649, 650 (6th Cir. 1993) (per curiam) ("Where the parties agree to submit any conflicts, breaches or other grievances arising under a contract to an arbitrator, they are, naturally enough, bound by that agreement. . .").

224. The cases cited in this sentence establish the Title VII disparate treatment framework. The disparate treatment proof scheme under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act is the same as the Title VII framework. See Dister v. Continental Group, Inc., 859 F.2d 1108, 1112 (2d Cir. 1988) ("Although the burden shifting set forth in McDonnell Douglas arose and was refined in the context of employment discrimination under Title VII, we have utilized the same methodology in the ADEA context.") (citations omitted); see also DeMarco v. Holy Cross High Sch., 4 F.3d 166, 170-71 (2d Cir. 1993) (discussing the application of the Title VII disparate treatment framework in an ADEA case); Gagne v. Northwestern Nat'l Ins. Co., 881 F.2d 309, 312-13 (6th Cir. 1989) (applying the McDonnell Douglas-Burdine disparate treatment paradigm in an ADEA case); Gemmell v. Fairchild Space & Defense Corp., 813 F. Supp. 1152 (D. Md. 1993). The Gemmell court stated:
The proof scheme in Title VII cases, which has been adopted in ADEA litigation, is well established. A plaintiff must first prove a prima facie case; the defendant must then articulate a legitimate non-discriminatory reason for the challenged action; and plaintiff must then prove that the reason articulated by the defendant is pretextual. Id. at 1156. The clear focus of the ADA proscription of discrimination against qualified individuals with disabilities is on the disparate treatment plane. Therefore, it seems likely that the Title VII/ADEA scheme will also be adopted under the ADA.

of protected-group members that they will confront when a discharged employee brings a claim in arbitration asserting that her statutory FEP rights have been abridged. However, at present the true impact of the McDonnell Douglas-Burdine-Hicks standard is blunted because only a relatively small number of potential statutory FEP claims reach trial and advance to judgment.

It seems certain that when discharged protected-group members are provided with an adjudicatory option like arbitration—which involves less cost, complexity, and a much shorter time to judgment than a traditional lawsuit—many more of them will challenge terminations they believe to be unfair. Thus, the full effect of the disparate treatment order and allocation of proof paradigm on the discretion of at-will employers to terminate protected-group members for reasons not proscribed by statute will become apparent only with the widespread adjudication of statutory FEP claims through arbitration. The rationale for that contention is set forth below.

An examination of the manner in which the McDonnell Douglas framework will be applied in arbitration best illustrates the broad effects anticipated. Consider, for example, an African-American male who challenges his discharge by an at-will employer, claiming he was terminated because of his race and color in violation of the Title VII bar on employment discrimination. Under the disparate treatment paradigm, "[t]he ultimate burden of persuading the trier of fact that the defendant intentionally discriminated against the plaintiff remains at all times with the plaintiff." Thus, in arbitration our hypothetical, the claimant first must establish a prima facie case of disparate treatment by proving by a preponderance of the evidence: (i) that he is a protected-group member (here a nonwhite or non-Caucasian); (ii) that he was qualified for the job he held at the time of his discharge; (iii) that despite his qualifications, he was discharged;

228. Besides the surge in arbitration of statutory fair employment practice claims expected from protected-group members pursuing a more efficient means to vindicate their rights, companies are increasingly demanding mandatory arbitration of discrimination claims. See, e.g., Margaret A. Jacobs, Woman Claims Arbiters of Bias Are Biased, WALL ST. J., Sept. 19, 1994, at B1 (noting that "[f]ollowing [Gilmer v. Interstate/Johnson Lane, 500 U.S. 20 (1991)], at least 100 large corporations have required employees to sign mandatory arbitration clauses").

229. There exists also, of course, the prospect of meritorious employee claims based on Section 1981 of the Civil Rights Act of 1866. The authors defer specifically addressing such claims at this point in the Article to preserve our focus on Title VII, but will briefly return to Section 1981 near the conclusion of the substantive analysis. See infra notes 287-94 and accompanying text.

and (iv) that after he was discharged, the job he formerly held remained open (i.e., his job was not eliminated).231

The burden placed on the disparate treatment plaintiff at the prima facie step is "not onerous."232 Presuming he was qualified for the job he held at the time of his termination, our hypothetical African-American dischargee would have little difficulty meeting the prima facie case threshold. If the prima facie case is made out by the claimant employee, the burden of moving forward with the evidence shifts to the defendant-employer.233

The employer's burden at the next stage "is to rebut the presumption of discrimination [raised by the prima facie case] by producing evidence that the [claimant's termination] . . . was for a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason."234 Because the ultimate burden of persuasion remains with the claimant-employee, the employer need not convince the arbitrator that the challenged termination was actually motivated by the reason(s) it proffers.235 Nevertheless, the relative ease with which our hypothetical African-American dischargee can make out a prima facie case of employment discrimination crystallizes a very important dimension of the second broad interaction effect.

At-will employers that discharge protected-group members and are subsequently called to task in the arbitral forum invariably will be required to step forward and articulate, and offer evidence to support, legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons for those discharges. The reason(s) for discharge articulated by the employer at step two will frame the remainder of the arbitrator's analysis by providing the starting point for the claimant's pretext proof at step three of the disparate treatment framework.236 Therefore, "the employer's explanation must be 'clear and specific.' "237

231. See id. at 254 n.6 (citing McDonnell Douglas v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 802 (1973)).
232. Id. at 253.
233. Id.
234. Id. at 254.
235. Id.
Burdine, the Supreme Court noted that the employer's explanations serve to 'frame the factual issue with sufficient clarity so that the plaintiff will have a full and fair opportunity to demonstrate pretext.' " (quoting Burdine, 450 U.S. at 255-56)).

[T]he [employer's] burden of production frames the factual issue with sufficient clarity to afford the employee a full and fair opportunity to demonstrate pretext.
If the employer in our hypothetical is unable to produce credible evidence that the challenged discharge was for a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason, the presumption of illegal discrimination raised by the claimant employee's prima facie case will stand and the employer will be found in violation of Title VII. If the employer does articulate and offer credible evidence to support a legitimate nondiscriminatory reason for the challenged discharge, the employee can prevail only if he convinces the arbitrator that the reason(s) proffered by the employer for his discharge is unworthy of belief (i.e., is a pretext) and that a discriminatory reason more likely than not motivated the employer. 238

Even if the employer is able to articulate and offer evidence of a legitimate nondiscriminatory reason for the challenged discharge, the claimant-employee is almost certain to allege that the proffered reason for discharge was a pretext for illegal discrimination. If that occurs, the arbitrator will be obliged to move to the third step of the McDonnell Douglas paradigm and weigh the reasons cited by the employer against the claimant's pretext proof and any evidence the claimant may offer as to the employer's intent to discriminate. It is at this point that the de facto just cause inquiry inherent in the disparate treatment framework will ensue.

The inquiry that takes place at the third step of the disparate treatment paradigm in Title VII/ADEA discharge cases differs only in degree from the arbitral analysis in discharge cases governed by collective bargaining agreements that require terminations to be for just or proper cause. As applied in the labor arbitration forum, the just cause standard requires employers to convince the arbitrator that a challenged termination was prompted by good business reasons

To this end, the employer's explanation of its reasons must be clear and specific. Were vague or conclusory averments of good faith sufficient to satisfy the employer's burden, Title VII employees seeking to demonstrate pretext would be unfairly handicapped. Id. at 1115 (citations omitted).
typically linked to the employee's workplace conduct.\textsuperscript{239} It precludes discharge based on illegitimate reasons or for "mere whim or caprice."\textsuperscript{240}

But for the 1993 opinion of the Supreme Court in \textit{Saint Mary's Honor Center v. Hicks}, the arbitrator's rejection of the employer's proffered reason for discharge (and the inference of pretext that conclusion raises) would routinely result in a reversal of the discharge. Even under the post-\textit{Hicks} disparate treatment order and allocation of proof regime, which now requires at the third step a finding of an illegal discriminatory motive independent of the pretext inference,\textsuperscript{241} acceptance of the claimant employee's pretext claim will, at the very least, open the door to an inference of illegal discrimination. \textit{Hicks} teaches that the prima facie case, plus proof that the employer's articulated reasons for discharge were false, provide the evidentiary basis for "a suspicion of mendacity" by the arbitrator that permits the inference of illegal discrimination.\textsuperscript{242}


\textsuperscript{240} \textsc{Elkouri \& Elkouri, supra} note 239, at 652-53 (quoting Worthington Corp. v. United Elec., Radio, \& Mach. Workers of America, Local 259, 24 Lab. Arb. Rep. (BNA) 1, 6-7 (1955)).

\textsuperscript{241} In \textit{St. Mary's Honor Center v. Hicks}, 113 S. Ct. 2742 (1993), the Court stated: The defendant's "production" (whatever its persuasive effect) having been made, the trier of fact proceeds to decide the ultimate question: whether plaintiff has proven "that the defendant intentionally discriminated against him" because of his race. The factfinder's disbelief of the reasons put forward by the defendant (particularly if disbelief is accompanied by a suspicion of mendacity) may, together with the elements of the prima facie case, suffice to show intentional discrimination. Thus, rejection of the defendant's proffered reasons, will permit the trier of fact to infer the ultimate fact of intentional discrimination, and the court of appeals was correct when it noted that, upon such rejection, "[n]o additional proof of discrimination is required." But the court of appeals' holding that rejection of the defendant's proffered reasons compels judgment for the plaintiff disregards the fundamental principle of Rule 301 that a presumption does not shift the burden of proof, and ignores our repeated admonition that the Title VII plaintiff at all times bears the "ultimate burden of persuasion." \textit{Id.} at 2749 (citations omitted); \textit{see also} Neely, \textit{supra} note 238, at 7153 (asserting that \textit{Hicks} still permits, but does not mandate, a finding of discrimination based on a finding of pretext alone).

\textsuperscript{242} Manzer v. Diamond Shamrock Chem. Co., 29 F.3d 1078, 1083 (6th Cir. 1994) (citing \textit{Hicks}, 113 S.Ct. at 2749); \textit{see also} Armbruster v. Unisys Corp., 65 Fair Empl. Prac. Cas. (BNA) 828, 839 (3d Cir. 1994). The \textit{Armbruster} court stated: "[t]he factfinder's disbelief of [the employer's explanation] may, together with the elements of the prima facie case, suffice to show intentional discrimination" because it allows the trier of fact to infer the ultimate fact of intentional
Certainly, as the employer’s articulated defense of its actions moves further away from demonstrably legitimate work- or performance-related bases, the probability that the arbitrator will find the employer’s explanation of the challenged discharge unworthy of belief increases, making more likely the inference of an intentional act of discrimination. Thus, the rationality of the employer’s proffered reason(s) for discharge is probative of the question of whether those reasons are a pretext for illegal discrimination. Idiosyncratic or questionable explanations of the reason for discharge make it easier for the plaintiff to prove pretext. Convincing arguments by the claimant employee that the reason for discharge proffered by the employer is “implausible, absurd or unwise,” or “so riddled with error that the [employer] could not honestly have relied on it,” will propel the arbitrator substantially toward a finding of illegal discrimination.

In the end, arbitral inquiry will focus on whether the employee’s work performance met his employer’s legitimate expectations. If the claimant-dischargee proves that those legitimate expectations were reasonably met, or that the employer’s expectations were illegitimate, arbitrary or unreasonable, it becomes more difficult for the arbitrator to conclude that the employer’s decision to discharge was discrimination. After [Hicks] it seems clear, however, that the trier of fact cannot find for the plaintiff merely because it disbelieves the [employer’s] proffered explanation; it must also be persuaded that the employment decision was the result of the bias that can be inferred from the falsity of the defendant’s explanation.

Id. (quoting Hicks, 113 S.Ct at 2749).

243. See, e.g., Bishopp v. District of Columbia, 788 F.2d 781, 787, 789 (D.C. Cir. 1986) (“[A] defendant[] [employer’s] reliance on subjective as opposed to objective factors requires a court to employ heightened scrutiny. . . . [A] blatantly pretextual defense carries the seeds of its own destruction.”); Lanphear v. Prokop, 703 F.2d 1311, 1317 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (holding, pre-Hicks, that an unsubstantiated employer claim that a discharge was for poor performance, rebutted by plaintiff’s proof to the contrary, warranted reversal of a district court judgment in favor of the employer, without need for remand); see also Neely, supra note 238, at 7152-53 (arguing that the showing of pretext can suffice to prove discrimination if it persuades the finder of fact that discrimination was the real reason for the decision to discharge).

244. Meiri v. Dacon, 759 F.2d 989, 997, n.13 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 474 U.S. 829 (1985) (quoting Loeb v. Textron, Inc., 600 F.2d 1003, 1012 n.6 (1st Cir. 1979)).

245. Loeb, 600 F.2d at 1012 n.6.


247. Lieberman v. Gant, 630 F.2d 60, 65 (2d Cir. 1980).

248. Huhn v. Koehring Co., 718 F.2d 239, 244 (7th Cir. 1983); accord Meiri, 759 F.2d at 995.

249. See Kephart v. Institute of Gas Technology, 630 F.2d 1217, 1223 (7th Cir. 1980) (discussing the plaintiff’s obligation at the third step of the disparate treatment paradigm).
nonetheless not a product of illegal discrimination. Arguably, the showing of pretext frequently will be sufficient to make out a Title VII violation because it will persuade the arbitrator that discrimination was the real reason for the challenged discharge.\textsuperscript{250} Thus, an arbitral finding that the articulated reason for discharge is not worthy of belief will place the employer's case in great peril. Because the three steps of the disparate treatment paradigm are interdependent,\textsuperscript{251} a suspect reason advanced by the employer at step two that is effectively discredited by the claimant employee at step three will lead many arbitrators to conclude that, in light of the claimant's prima facie proof at step one, the employer's decision to discharge was motivated by an illegal discriminatory intent. As a result, in many cases where the employer is not able to identify a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for a challenged discharge, application of the three-step disparate treatment paradigm will result in a reversal of the discharge. This is the same outcome reached in conventional labor arbitration under a collective bargaining agreement when an arbitrator finds no just cause for a challenged discharge.\textsuperscript{252} Thus, over time, employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEPA claims will bring to the fore the de facto just cause standard inherent in the McDonnell Douglas-Burdine-Hicks disparate treatment paradigm, thereby effectively granting protected-group members some

\textsuperscript{250} See Neely, supra note 238, at 7152-53. Because the modification in the disparate treatment paradigm worked by Hicks is of substantial nuance, it is also possible that some arbitrators (and juries) will find it difficult to fully grasp and may therefore place undue emphasis on the pretext analysis.

\textsuperscript{251} Meiri, 759 F.2d at 997 n.12. The Second Circuit cautioned: "Although the courts have fashioned a tripartite construct to evaluate Title VII claims, we must withstand the temptation to treat each stage as an independent inquiry. Indeed, the efficacy of employment discrimination law depends upon the interdependence of the prima facie case, the employer's rebuttal and proof of pretext." Id. (citing Lieberman v. Gant, 630 F.2d 60, 66-67 (2d Cir. 1980)).

\textsuperscript{252} There is one significant difference between the just cause analysis that transpires in labor arbitration and the de facto just cause analysis under the McDonnell Douglas-Burdine-Hicks disparate treatment paradigm. Pursuant to a long-standing principle of labor arbitration, the employer bears the burden of proving that a challenged discharge is for just cause in cases arbitrated under collective bargaining agreements. See \textit{Fairweather's Practice and Procedure in Labor Arbitration} 194-95 (Ray J. Schoonhoven ed., 3d ed. 1991) ("In a discharge case, it is usually assumed that the Company has the burden of proving a reasonable cause for the discharge under the contract.") (quoting American Maize Prods. Co., v. Oil, Chem., & Atomic workers, Int'l Union, Local 7-210, 39 Lab. Arb. Rep. 1165, 1168 (McGury 1963))); see also Marvin Hill, Jr. & Anthony V. Sinicropi, \textit{Evidence in Arbitration} 13 (BNA 1980) ("As a general practice, . . . in disciplinary cases the burden is on management both to proceed first with its evidence and to prove employee guilt or wrongdoing.").
measure of insulation from discharge for nonmeritorious reasons not
in violation of FEP law.

Because it is inherent in the disparate treatment framework, this
de facto just cause protection for protected-group members can be
said to exist today under the various FEP statutes. However, that fact
is apparent only to the trained legal mind and cannot easily be
ascertained from a jury verdict. In contrast, when arbitration of
the challenged discharges of protected-group members becomes a
routine event those frequent adjudications will reveal a workplace
principle, discernible to all employees, whereby only terminations sup-
ported by just cause—legitimate, credible, business-related
reason(s)—will be sustained. That pattern, and the phenomenon
underlying it, will create in the minds of protected-group members the
same type of reasonable expectation of fair treatment in discharge
matters that is generally deemed to constitute an enforceable implied-
in-fact term of employment.

Having to explain and defend large numbers of termination
actions to neutral third-party arbitrators will be a new experience for
at-will employers. In many cases that are advanced to arbitration, at-
will employers that cannot demonstrate the existence of sound,
business-related reasons for the challenged terminations of protected-
group members will find their at-will discretion eviscerated. As a
result of this phenomenon, the de facto just cause guarantee accruing
to protected-group members will manifest itself.

The discussion of the third category of broad interaction effects,
those pertaining to nonprotected-group members, is more speculative
in nature. Nevertheless, it could prove to be the most significant result

253. In this regard, the authors note that their review of the relevant literature reveals
no previous identification of the de facto just cause construct.

254. This phenomenon is particularly likely to occur if arbitrators, following the practice
of labor arbitrators in disputes arising under collective bargaining agreements, articulate
the rationale for their awards in written, substantive arbitration awards.

255. Though it is not the subject of this inquiry, it seems clear that, through operation
of the disparate treatment paradigm, members of the traditional FEP protected groups also
would be afforded a form of de facto protection against demotion, denial of promotion,
transfer, layoff, and other adverse personnel actions for which the employer was unable
to demonstrate sound business justification. The incremental interference in the discretion
presently enjoyed by at-will employers in personnel-related matters worked by this
phenomenon will be considerable. It is an important additional factor for at-will
employers to weigh in deciding whether to enter into agreements with employees to
arbitrate statutory FEP claims. The third broad interaction identified and discussed below
addresses the question of whether this implied-in-fact employment term can be limited to
protected-group members. See infra notes 256-94 and accompanying text.
of the interaction between the EAWD and employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims.

C. At-Will Discharges of Ostensibly Nonprotected Group Members: When the Employer Refuses to Arbitrate

A troubling concern will arise if implementation of employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims does indeed afford individuals who are clearly protected-class members the right to challenge all discharges through arbitration under a de facto just cause standard. Under this scenario, only those individuals falling outside the traditional protected groups—nondisabled Caucasian males under forty years of age—will be denied the opportunity to take issue with terminations they believe to have been unfair.

This potential exclusion of Caucasian males from an employment right accorded all other individuals is ironic indeed. However, it is the natural result of the public policy decision, alluded to at the outset of this article, to forego statutorily protecting all employees against unjust discharge and instead to guarantee equal employment opportunity to certain insular groups who in the past have been denied equal treatment. This public policy decision, coupled with a disparate treatment paradigm that permits the inference of illegal discriminatory discharge to be based in substantial part, or even entirely, on the absence of evidence of a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for termination, transforms the statutory protection against unequal treatment into a de facto just cause guarantee that is extended only to protected-group members. Thus, a public policy founded on a desire to protect insular, traditionally disfavored groups eventually will lead to a circumstance in which only the members of the formerly "favored" composite group (hereinafter for simplicity, "Caucasian males") are excluded from just cause protection and the right to challenge their discharges.

At-will employers cannot ignore the potential ramifications of a workplace due process regime that draws so clear a distinction between the discharge appeals rights of protected-group members and their nonprotected-group member peers. The question for contemplation is whether at-will employers will be able to continue to discharge nonprotected-group members for any reason and then refuse to arbi-

256. Those protected classes include nonwhites, non-Caucasians, women, the members of ethnic or religious minority groups, persons over 40 years of age, and qualified individuals with a disability. See supra note 2.
trate their challenges to termination, when they are obligated to arbitrate under a de facto just cause standard virtually all challenged discharges of protected-group members.

This question will arise in two contexts. First, there is the more narrowly drawn issue of whether ostensively nonprotected-group members can compel their at-will employers to arbitrate challenged discharges by claiming that those terminations were the result of illegal discrimination. The second issue is more fundamental in nature: Is it permissible under Title VII disparate treatment theory and disparate impact theory, as well as under section 1981 of the Civil Rights Act of 1866, for at-will employers to implement an employment policy that effectively extends to traditionally protected-group members the right to arbitrate virtually all challenged discharges and other adverse employment actions when that same right is not afforded nonprotected-group members? Each issue is addressed in turn below.

1. The Ability of Nonprotected-Group Members to Compel the Arbitration of Their Wrongful Discharge Claims

At-will employers that agree to arbitrate statutory FEP claims should not be surprised if substantial numbers of nonprotected-group members who believe they have been unfairly discharged attempt to emulate their protected-group member peers by filing claims under the arbitration mechanism, alleging they have been subjected to illegal employment discrimination. At-will employers are certain to resist such efforts. Employers can be expected to assert that nonprotected members are without "standing" under employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims because their interests are not embraced by the various equal employment opportunity statutes, and that their claims of illegal discrimination therefore are patently frivolous and substantively nonarbitrable. When that assertion is made by at-will employers, nonprotected-group members will be obliged to petition an appropriate court for enforcement of the agreement to arbitrate.

In a manner similar to that described earlier with regard to protected-group members, a Caucasian male petitioning for judicial enforcement of an employer-employee agreement to arbitrate statutory FEP claims will be required to demonstrate that the challenge he brings is within the scope of the arbitration agreement.

257. See supra notes 208-23 and accompanying text.
As with the claim brought by the African-American male in the first hypothetical posited above,\(^{258}\) the key to securing "standing" under the arbitration mechanism for our Caucasian male dischargee would be proving his status as a protected-group member under the FEP statutes that are the subject of the procedure. Despite the apparent futility of an attempt by an ostensively nonprotected-group member to prove that his termination was in violation of FEP law, at-will employers nevertheless will be obliged to convince the petitioned court that the challenged discharge is not a proper subject for arbitration. The relevant case law indicates two schools of thought in this regard.

a. The Literal Reading of *McDonald*

The first, most direct approach relies squarely on the admonition by the Supreme Court in *McDonald v. Santa Fe Trail Transportation Company*\(^{259}\) that the racial discrimination claims of whites and blacks are to be evaluated "upon the same standards."\(^{260}\) *McDonald* can be read to establish that a Caucasian male dischargee could demonstrate his standing to bring a claim of illegal discrimination under the arbitration mechanism merely by asserting that, because he has a color, a race, a gender, a national origin, or a religion, he should be deemed a protected-group member under Title VII.\(^{261}\) If this literal view of the first element of the prima facie case eventually were to become the norm, terminated Caucasian males would always be able to achieve arbitral review of their discharges merely by alleging illegal discrimination.

b. The "Prima Facie Plus" Standard

The second approach to evaluating the protected-group status of a Caucasian male claimant is best exemplified by several opinions of

\(^{258}\) See *supra* notes 228-56 and accompanying text.

\(^{259}\) 427 U.S. 273 (1976).

\(^{260}\) Id. at 280.

\(^{261}\) Wilson v. Bailey, 934 F.2d 301, 304 (11th Cir. 1991) (applying the McDonnell Douglas test of a prima facie case, which "requires a reverse discrimination plaintiff to prove: (1) that he belongs to a class; (2) that he applied for and was qualified for a job; (3) that he was rejected for the job; and (4) that the job was filled by a minority group member or a woman."); Lucas v. Dole, 835 F.2d 532, 534 n.9 (4th Cir. 1987) ("Title VII prohibits discrimination in employment against whites and 'the same standards are applicable in both instances.' " (citing Butta v. Anne Arundel County, 473 F. Supp. 83, 86 (D. Md. 1979))); Daye v. Harris, 655 F.2d 258, 262 n.11 (D.C. Cir. 1981) ("That [the plaintiff] is white is no impediment to this suit; white employees are protected by Title VII." (citing *McDonald*, 427 U.S. at 280)).
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. In evaluating the prima facie case of Caucasian male plaintiffs, the D.C. Circuit requires incremental proof of protected-group status beyond that called for by the *McDonnell Douglas* disparate treatment paradigm. For example, the court has required evidence of

background circumstances [to] support the suspicion that the defendant is that unusual employer who discriminates against the majority. In other words, to repeat the *Burdine* formulation, [the Caucasian male plaintiff] must show that he "was rejected under circumstances which [despite his majority status] give rise to an inference of unlawful discrimination." 262

In another case, the D.C. Circuit stated that "white males, who as a group historically have not been hindered in the workplace because of their race or sex, are required to offer other particularized evidence, apart from their race or sex, that suggests some reason why an employer might discriminate against them." 263

In applying this standard, the D.C. Circuit has looked to a number of factors. The use of subjective instead of objective criteria in arriving at a personnel action decision; 264 evidence of pressure to favor, or irregular acts of favoritism towards minority employees; 265 unlawful employer conduct in the past; 266 and practices inconsistent with normal, customary procedure 267 all have been deemed to satisfy the additional burden imposed by the D.C. Circuit on the atypical Title VII plaintiff.

If confronted with the "prima facie case plus" standard utilized by the D.C. Circuit, a Caucasian male discharger would not be able to access the arbitration procedure merely by asserting that because he has a color, race, and gender he is a protected-group member under Title VII. Instead, he would be required to adduce reliable evidence to establish that his discharge was likely the result of what

262. Lanphear v. Prokop, 703 F.2d 1311, 1315 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (restating the *McDonnell Douglas* standard for a prima facie case) (internal citations omitted); see also Lucas, 835 F.2d at 534 n.9 (describing the D.C. Circuit's stricter burden of proof in reverse discrimination cases); Daye, 655 F.2d at 263 (rejecting racial discrimination claim of white plaintiff for failure to satisfy heightened standard of proof).


264. *Lanphear*, 703 F.2d at 1315.


267. Id. at 1017.
is commonly dubbed "reverse discrimination"—an assertion that he was terminated when similarly situated, traditional Title VII protected-group members who committed the same act(s) were not, or a claim that his discharge was effected to facilitate hiring or advancing an African-American, a woman, or other protected-group member.268

It is the understandable desire of at-will employers to avoid arbitrating frivolous claims of illegal employment discrimination brought by discharged nonprotected-group members that makes the D.C. Circuit’s augmented prima facie case threshold for nonprotected-group members attractive. That a nonprotected-group member who succeeds in reaching arbitration with a truly vacuous claim of illegal discrimination is almost certain to have his claim rejected by the arbitrator further supports this approach to limiting access to the arbitral forum.

Despite its attractiveness, there is a problem with using the D.C. Circuit’s standard as a device for winnowing out frivolous claims by nonprotected-group members through substantive arbitrability challenges. That problem lies in the fact that applying the D.C. Circuit’s construct would require a court at least to glance at and evaluate the factual allegations underlying the claimant’s discrimination charge in order to ascertain if there are “background circumstances” or “particularized evidence” indicating that despite his majority status, there is reason to infer that an illegal act of discrimination has occurred. As shown earlier, however, the prevailing law of commercial arbitration pertaining to substantive arbitrability determinations precludes such an examination of the facts of the underlying dispute.269

The lack of a device under existing commercial arbitration law for precluding nonmembers of the traditional protected groups from forcing arbitration of frivolous, clearly baseless claims of illegal

268. The Sixth and Tenth Circuits also apply a type of "prima facie plus" standard. See Notari v. Denver Water Dept., 971 F.2d 585, 589 (10th Cir. 1992) (“[A] Title VII disparate treatment plaintiff who pursues a reverse discrimination claim ... must, in lieu of showing that he belongs to a protected group, establish background circumstances that support an inference that the defendant is one of those unusual employers who discriminates against the majority.”); Livingston v. Roadway Express, Inc., 802 F.2d 1250, 1252 (10th Cir. 1986) (“[I]n [disparate impact cases, ... a member of a favored group must show background circumstances supporting the inference that a facially neutral policy with a disparate impact is in fact a vehicle for unlawful discrimination.”); Murray v. Thistledown Racing Club, Inc., 770 F.2d 63, 67 (6th Cir. 1985).

269. See supra notes 217-23 and accompanying text.
employment discrimination is likely to propel the federal judiciary to revisit the existing standards for deciding issues of substantive arbitrability within this narrow, esoteric context. To prevent the wholesale and largely futile arbitration of specious claims, a limited fine tuning of the law of commercial arbitration pertaining to substantive arbitrability consistent with the approach of the D.C. Circuit would be warranted.

Regardless of whether the law of substantive arbitrability is refined in this manner, Caucasian male dischargees who are not in fact the subjects of illegal reverse discrimination will find no satisfaction in the arbitral forum. The discretion of the at-will employer to discharge nonprotected-group members will remain intact. For that reason, over time only ostensibly nonprotected-group members who advance colorable claims of reverse discrimination will be able to challenge effectively their discharges under agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims.

Thus, it is probable that with the maturation and institutionalization of the arbitration of statutory FEP claims, employees falling outside of the traditional FEP protected groups will be largely excluded from the right to challenge their discharges in arbitration under a de facto just cause standard. This analysis now turns to the potential legal implications of that prospective state of affairs.

2. The Legality of a Bifurcated Discharge Appeals Regime

Because of the manner in which the protected groups under the ADEA and the ADA are defined, refusals by at-will employers to arbitrate the discharges of nondisabled persons under forty years of age should not raise meaningful questions of violations of either statute. The protection of the ADEA extends only to persons forty years of age or older. The statute does not afford protection to persons under forty years of age.270 Similarly, the ADA shields only qualified individuals with a disability.271 The statute does not afford

---

270. The ADEA protects "individuals who are at least 40 years of age." 29 U.S.C. § 631(a) (1988).
271. The ADA states that "[n]o covered entity shall discriminate against a qualified individual with a disability because of the disability of such individual in regard to job application procedures, the hiring, advancement, or discharge of employees, employee compensation, job training, and other terms, conditions, and privileges of employment." 42 U.S.C. § 12112(a) (Supp. V 1993). The ADA further defines a "qualified individual with a disability" as "an individual with a disability who, with or without reasonable accommodation, can perform the essential functions of the employment position that such individual holds or desires." Id. § 12111(8).
protection to persons who are not disabled. Accordingly, discharged employees who are nonprotected-group members under the ADEA and the ADA cannot assert that disparate treatment based on their youth or their physical and mental fitness is inconsistent with those statutory schemes.

In contrast, the manner in which the five Title VII protected groups are defined results in the statutory protection cutting in two directions (e.g., non-Caucasian/Caucasian, black/white, female/male, etc.). Accordingly, there always exists a possibility that any course of employer conduct that distinguishes employment-related rights on the basis of the employee's race, color, sex, national origin, or religion ("majority" or "minority" group status) will be deemed illegal.\footnote{272. See Meritor Sav. Bank v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57, 64 (1986). The court, in a sex discrimination (sexual harassment) case, stated: "[T]he language of Title VII is not limited to 'economic' or 'tangible' discrimination. The phrase 'terms, conditions, or privileges of employment' evinces a congressional intent to 'strike at the entire spectrum of disparate treatment of men and women' in employment." \textit{Id.} (quoting Los Angeles Dept. of Water & Power v. Manhart, 455 U.S. 702, 707 n.13 (1978) (quoting Sprogis v. United Air Lines, Inc., 444 F.2d 1194, 1198 (7th Cir. 1971))).} The dual nature of the Title VII discrimination bars gives rise to the possibility that at-will employers choosing to arbitrate the statutory FEP claims of Title VII protected-group members, but refusing to arbitrate the challenged discharges of Title VII nonprotected-group members, may run afoul of the statute.\footnote{273. \textit{See supra} notes 180-81 and accompanying text.}

In \textit{McDonald}, the Supreme Court emphasized the "Congressional mandate [to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission] to eliminate all practices which operate to disadvantage the employment opportunities of any group protected by Title VII, including Caucasians."\footnote{274. \textit{McDonald} v. Santa Fe Trail Transp. Co., 427 U.S. 273, 279-80 (1976); \textit{see also Meritor}, 477 U.S. at 66-67 (finding that sexual harassment falls within the ambit of Title VII's protection against hostile work environments).} The \textit{McDonald} Court went on to note the "uncontradicted legislative history to the effect that Title VII was intended to 'cover white men and white women and all Americans.'"\footnote{275. \textit{McDonald}, 427 U.S. at 280. In holding that Title VII affords the same protection against racial discrimination to whites that it provides to blacks, the \textit{McDonald} Court found a claim of racial discrimination by two discharged white employees to be "indistinguishable from [the claim of racial discrimination brought in] \textit{McDonnell Douglas}." \textit{Id.}} Accordingly, examination of the disparate treatment and disparate impact paradigms is warranted to determine whether a bifurcated arbitration mechanism that gives one category of at-will employees—those within the traditional Title VII protected groups—the right
to arbitrate all challenged discharges under a *de facto* just cause standard, while denying the same to the remaining employees—Caucasian males—constitutes a "practice[] which operate[s] to disadvantage" that latter group in violation of Title VII.\(^{276}\)

a. The Title VII Disparate Treatment Analysis

The key to a disparate treatment claim is proof of the employer's discriminatory motive. While the claimant dischargee must prove discriminatory intent by the employer, such intent "can in some situations be inferred from the mere fact of differences in treatment."\(^{277}\)

It is unlikely that the Caucasian male dischargee in our earlier hypothetical, who brings a suit alleging a Title VII violation arising from his employer's refusal to arbitrate his discrimination claim, would be able to prove, through direct evidence, that the employer's refusal was motivated by an intent to disadvantage the dischargee personally, or persons of his color, race, and gender generally.

Regardless, since the plaintiff in a Title VII case is not required to adduce direct proof of discrimination,\(^{278}\) and needs to establish by circumstantial or other evidence only that "[t]he employer simply treats some people less favorably than others because of their race, color, religion, sex or national origin,"\(^{279}\) the specter of a finding of illegal disparate treatment cannot be lightly dismissed. A convincing argument can be made that effectively allocating the right to challenge discharge actions through arbitration along race, color and gender lines constitutes "treat[ing] some people less favorably than others because of their race, color . . . [or] sex."\(^{280}\)

---

276. In order to simplify this portion of the analysis, we will discuss only differential treatment of white males on the basis of race and sex.


278. United States Postal Serv. Bd. of Governors v. Aikens, 460 U.S. 711, 714 n.3 (1983); see also Lucas v. Dole, 835 F.2d 532, 533 (4th Cir. 1987) (stating that a Title VII plaintiff's prima facie case may be established by direct or indirect evidence of discrimination); Lynch v. Freeman, 817 F.2d 380, 382 (6th Cir. 1987) (stating that direct evidence of discriminatory intent is not required to establish a Title VII claim); Zahorik, 729 F.2d at 91-92 (stating that discriminatory motive may be established by circumstantial evidence); cf. Krause v. Dresser Indus., Inc., 910 F.2d 674, 677 (10th Cir. 1990) (applying principle that plaintiff need not adduce direct proof of discrimination to ADEA case).

279. *Teamsters*, 431 U.S. at 335 n.15.

280. Id.
The outcome here will turn on the application of the McDonnell Douglas-Burdine-Hicks disparate treatment framework, including the gloss added by McDonald and its progeny. McDonald makes clear that a Caucasian male, who is otherwise qualified for the job he held at the time of his termination, would be able to clear the “prima facie case” hurdle by claiming that his employment opportunities (here the right to seek arbitral review of his discharge) have been limited because of his race, color, or gender. Thus, the critical analysis will occur at the second and third steps of the disparate treatment paradigm.

An obvious legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason the employer could advance at step two of the disparate treatment paradigm is that the arbitration mechanism is beyond the reach of Caucasian males because it is intended only to provide a means for resolving claims of illegal employment discrimination by “minorities”—those traditionally viewed as falling within the five Title VII protected groups. Assuming that such an assertion would be sufficient to shift the focus to step three of the disparate treatment paradigm, the question becomes whether the finder of fact could be persuaded that the true reason for the employer’s refusal to arbitrate the Caucasian male plaintiff’s challenge to his discharge was a desire to deny him the same de facto just cause guarantee and right to appeal his discharge to a neutral third party afforded traditional protected-group members. If that inference of pretext were drawn, it would take no great leap of judicial logic to find that by knowingly denying the Caucasian male plaintiff the same just cause protection and discharge appeals right afforded traditional protected-group members, the employer intended to discriminate against him because of his race, color, and gender.

The uncertainty caused by the lack of specific guidance in the Title VII case law with regard to this matter should give at-will employers pause. It seems probable that an employer policy, even a de facto one, that establishes two discharge-related due process regimes as widely divergent as those described above—one for obvious Title VII protected-group members and a second for Caucasian males—would be viewed by the courts with suspicion. Even more reason for concern, and perhaps also a more certain answer to the legality of such a bifurcated discharge appeals regime, is found when this scenario is evaluated within the context of the

281. See supra note 261 and accompanying text.

b. The Title VII Disparate Impact Analysis

In Title VII disparate impact cases—those involving a claim that one or more of the employer's employment practices has resulted in a pattern or practice of discrimination against protected-group members—the plaintiff need not prove an intent to discriminate. Instead, pursuant to the framework for analyzing disparate impact cases set forth by the language of section 703(k)(1)(A)(i) of Title VII, as amended by section 105 of the Civil Rights Act of 1991, a violation of Title VII is made out when the plaintiff "demonstrates that the [employer] uses a particular employment practice that causes a disparate impact on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin and the [employer] fails to demonstrate that the challenged practice is job related for the position and consistent with business necessity." It seems likely that the term "employment practice" is elastic enough to embrace an employer-initiated procedure for arbitrating statutory FEP claims. If it is, the employer's predicament is quickly revealed.

In this context, a Caucasian male would face no difficulty in making out a disparate impact prima facie case. That could be achieved by establishing that members of his composite class are


'Claims that stress "disparate impact" [by contrast] involve employment practices that are facially neutral in their treatment of different groups but that in fact fall more harshly on one group than another and cannot be justified by business necessity. Proof of discriminatory motive ... is not required under a disparate-impact theory.'

Id. at 1705 (quoting Teamsters, 431 U.S. at 335 n.15); see also Atonio v. Ward's Cove Packing Co., 10 F.3d 1485, 1491 (1993) ("[T]he business necessity defense ... places on the employer the burden of proving that a practice causing a disparate impact is 'job related for the position in question and consistent with business necessity.' ").
disproportionately (in fact, entirely) excluded from securing arbitral review of challenged discharges under the *de facto* just cause standard, while traditional protected-group members are uniformly accorded that important due process right. Once the prima facie case is made out, the burden shifts to the employer to prove that the practice of denying the benefit of this implied-in-fact employment term to those who fall outside the conventional Title VII protected groups is warranted as a matter of business necessity.285

Such proof would be problematic for the at-will employer. It is difficult to divine a legitimate reason, rising to the level of a business necessity, for an at-will employer to refuse to arbitrate the discharge cases of Caucasian males under a *de facto* just cause standard when at the same time it is willing to arbitrate the discharges of nonwhites, women, and ethnic and religious minorities under that same implied standard. Simple assertion of a desire to retain the common law discretion to terminate employees at-will, while rational, is not likely to be deemed warranted as a matter of business necessity.

A court rationally could conclude that there is no defensible justification for an employer knowingly to permit the discharges of Caucasian males to be governed by the EAWD, denying them the right to challenge those terminations, while Title VII protected-group members are terminated only for just cause and afforded the right to arbitrate discharges they believe unfair. If this were to become the dominant judicial view, Caucasian males denied the opportunity to arbitrate their discharges would be able to prove a Title VII violation and secure a judicial order that the employer arbitrate all contested discharges. Even in the event of a finding that the disparate impact worked by an employer policy was warranted as a matter of business necessity, Caucasian male plaintiffs could still prevail by convincing the finder of fact that permitting all employees access to the arbitration procedure constitutes an "alternative employment practice"286

---

285. The subject disparate impact claim would not focus on any particular job classification(s) or qualification standard(s). Rather, it would center on the arbitration procedure itself. It is difficult to characterize an arbitration mechanism as job-related or non-job-related. Accordingly, it appears that the key inquiry at the second step of the Title VII disparate impact analysis would be on the requirement that employment practices with a demonstrated adverse impact be justified by business necessity.


Before enactment of the 1991 Act, a disparate impact plaintiff was permitted to rebut a successful business necessity defense by showing that there was an alternative employment practice available which the employer refused to adopt. A plaintiff would also have to show that the alternative practice would fulfill the
with a less discriminatory impact (on Caucasian males) as contemplated by section 703(k)(1)(A)(ii) of Title VII.

c. A Final Concern—Section 1981

Because the preceding analysis reveals a significant potential conflict with the Title VII bar on race and color discrimination, a parallel concern arises with regard to section 1981 of the Civil Rights Act of 1866. As with the probability of a Title VII claim discussed earlier, an at-will employer that routinely arbitrates the challenged discharges of traditional protected-group members should not be surprised if Caucasian male employees who are denied the opportunity to arbitrate their discharges bring actions under section 1981, asserting that their statutorily guaranteed equal right to contract has been abridged.

In the previously discussed landmark reverse-discrimination opinion in *McDonald*, the Supreme Court held that section 1981 "is applicable to racial discrimination in private employment against white persons." Thus, *McDonald* establishes that a Caucasian does have standing to assert a race or color-based discrimination claim under section 1981. As amended by the Civil Rights Act of 1991, section 1981 now provides:

employer's business needs as well as the current practice but caused less of a disparate impact. The employer's refusal to adopt the alternative under these circumstances was considered as evidence that the business necessity advanced was a pretext for discrimination.

The 1991 Act on its face appears to make this rebuttal evidence proof in and of itself of unlawful disparate impact discrimination. It provides that a violation is proved if a plaintiff makes a demonstration, in accordance with the pre-*Ward's Cove* decisions, with respect to an alternative employment practice that the defendant refuses to adopt. The intent of this provision is entirely unclear. *Id.* at 1036-37; see also Note, *The Civil Rights Act of 1991 and Less Discriminatory Alternatives in Disparate Impact Litigation*, 106 HARV. L. REV. 1621, 1625-36 (1993) (discussing the business-necessity standard and arguing that courts should not accept cost-based defenses to the "less discriminatory alternative" requirement).


288. *See supra* notes 259-61 and accompanying text.

(a) All persons within the jurisdiction of the United States shall have the same right in every State and Territory to make and enforce contracts, to sue, be parties, give evidence, and to the full and equal benefit of all laws and proceedings for the security of persons and property as is enjoyed by white citizens, and shall be subject to like punishment, pains, penalties, taxes, licenses, and exactions of every kind, and to no other.

(b) For purposes of this section, the term "make and enforce contracts" includes the making, performance, modification, and termination of contracts, and the enjoyment of all benefits, privileges, terms, and conditions of the contractual relationship.

(c) Protection against impairment: The rights protected by this section are protected against impairment by nongovernmental discrimination and impairment under color of state law.

The 1991 amendment was prompted by the Supreme Court's opinion in Patterson v. McClean Credit Union, in which the Court held that the section 1981 guarantee set forth in subsection (a) applied only to the formation and enforcement of contracts, not to postformation conduct. On its face, subsection (b) nullifies Patterson and extends the protection of section 1981 to all aspects of the implementation and administration of contracts, including contracts between employers and employees.

Applied within the context of employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims, section 1981, as amended, must be read to require that employers ensure that the "making, performance, modification and termination" of those contracts is race neutral and that each employee with whom it so contracts equally enjoys "all benefits, privileges, terms, and conditions of the contractual relationship." If, by contracting with their at-will employers to arbitrate statutory FEP claims, nonwhite protected-group members also are afforded the right to challenge all discharges under a de facto just cause standard, it seems certain that a denial of that same collateral right to Caucasians would give rise to potential section 1981 liability.

292. Id. at 175-85.
for the employer. The absence of a business necessity defense under section 1981 makes even more probable the finding of a violation of the statute's mandate that all persons who enter into the same contract with their employer enjoy equally its benefits.

3. Summary of the Broad Interaction Effects

The analysis above prompts the inference that at-will employers that refuse to arbitrate the wrongful discharge claims of Caucasian male employees, while at the same time routinely arbitrating wrongful discharge claims brought by members of the traditional Title VII protected groups, may run afoul of the Title VII bar on race-, color-, and sex-based employment discrimination and the section 1981 guarantee of the equal right to contract. Thus, although at-will employers stand a good chance of avoiding compulsion to arbitrate specious (nonreverse discrimination) FEP claims by Caucasian males, that victory may prove to be pyrrhic.

Although the legal theory remains speculative at this point, there is substantial reason to believe that the legal dimensions of the third broad interaction effect described above eventually may preclude at-will employers from distinguishing between the discharge appeal rights afforded traditional protected-group members and those falling outside protected groups. It is the prospect that the decision to arbitrate statutory FEP claims may transmute into an obligation to arbitrate all challenged discharges under a de facto just cause standard that creates the dilemma for at-will employers. That dilemma, the ultimate subject of this Article, is addressed below.

VII. CONCLUSION: ARBITRATION OR THE EAWD—A HOBSON'S CHOICE FOR AT-WILL EMPLOYERS

The analysis above demonstrates that at-will employers that desire to continue exercising their current wide discretion to terminate employees, while at the same time arbitrating the statutory FEP claims of their employees, may face several unanticipated legal consequences. Those legal consequences are of two types and significance. First, there are the obvious “trip wires” awaiting the unwary at-will employer. These are the specific interaction effects between the three primary exceptions to the modern EAWD and employer-employee agreements to arbitrate statutory FEP claims. The implied covenant of good faith, the implied-in-fact contract terms/enforceable promises doctrine, and the public policy exception demand substantial caution
and care in both the drafting and implementation of employer-employee agreements to arbitrate.

At-will employers that wish to take advantage of the benefits of arbitrating FEP claims must do so with a clear understanding of the rigor and good faith that will be required to avoid inadvertently piercing the EAWD shield through either imprecise framing of the arbitration mechanism, or inept or untoward administration of its terms. Despite these substantial risks, properly motivated at-will employers guided by competent counsel and represented by an adequately trained supervisory and management corps have little reason to fear that these first-level, specific interaction effects will inadvertently expand the scope of the contemplated arbitration procedure beyond the reach of employee statutory FEP claims. The broader, more complex interaction effects are farther reaching and present a more sobering proposition for at-will employers. Since these three broad interaction effects will arise as a matter of law and not as the result of any careless or pernicious management conduct, at-will employers that choose to arbitrate employee statutory FEP claims will have little control over their impact. Thus, an implied obligation to arbitrate all challenged discharges of traditional protected-group members will inevitably emerge, over time, from application of the law of commercial arbitration pertaining to matters of substantive arbitrability. This implied obligation, and the *de facto* just cause standard for protected-group members inherent in the disparate treatment order and allocation of proof paradigm, will become apparent to at-will employers (and their employees) who regularly arbitrate statutory FEP claims.

The impact of the third category of broad interaction effects, those arising when at-will employers refuse to arbitrate the discharge of Caucasian males, is less certain, but of significantly greater potential consequence. If at-will employers that desire to arbitrate statutory FEP claims in fact find themselves effectively obliged to arbitrate and justify all challenged terminations of non-Caucasians, women, ethnic and religious minority group members, the disabled, and those over forty years of age, only Caucasian males will be left within the effective reach of the EAWD. They alone will be without just cause protection.

Setting aside the not insubstantial question of whether Caucasian males would tolerate being denied the same *de facto* just cause guarantee and right to challenge unfair discharges afforded their
fellow employees, there is substantial reason to doubt the legality under Title VII and section 1981 of an employment policy that draws such a distinction in employment conditions on the basis of employees' race, color, national origin, and gender. Of the three possible lines of legal analysis that eventually could preclude at-will employers from refusing to arbitrate challenges to discharge brought by terminated Caucasian males—Title VII disparate treatment theory, Title VII disparate impact theory, and section 1981 of the Civil Rights Act of 1866—the Title VII disparate impact and section 1981 theories are the most plausible. The danger of violating Title VII and section 1981 can be disregarded only if one accepts the premise that the protections of those two statutes are not sufficiently elastic to embrace the discrimination claims of discharged Caucasian males denied the right to challenge their terminations through arbitration. At-will employers cannot rely upon this dubious proposition.

The message for at-will employers is clear. The price for securing the benefits of arbitrating statutory FEP claims may prove to be a partial or total surrender of the EAWD shield. At-will employers that adopt the binding arbitration device as the vehicle for adjudicating the statutory FEP claims of their employees must do so with full knowledge of the risk inherent in taking that step. At the very least, at-will employers that choose to arbitrate statutory FEP claims will be compelled to arbitrate and defend, under a de facto just cause standard, all challenged discharges of traditional FEP protected-group members. If the third category of broad interaction effects conceptualized by the authors materializes, at-will employers will be forced to arbitrate and defend the challenged discharges of all employees, protected and nonprotected-group members alike, thereby eviscerating the EAWD completely. Therefore, at-will employers choosing to arbitrate statutory FEP claims must be at least implicitly

294. Even though this analysis is focused on the legal dimensions of arbitrating statutory FEP claims, the most serious impediment to at-will employers refusing to arbitrate only the challenged discharges of nonprotected-group members may well be illegal. It emerges from the strong likelihood that Caucasian males under the age of 40 who are not disabled simply will not tolerate being left subject to the employer's unbridled discretion to discharge them for any reason or no reason when their protected-group peers are not. The potential for serious workplace turmoil presented by the perceived unfairness of such a bifurcated due process regime are so apparent as not to require elucidation. The prospect of that disruption and its impact on worker morale and productivity may, in itself, be sufficient motivation for at-will employers that desire to arbitrate statutory FEP claims to forego any attempt to limit the reach of the de facto just cause guarantee and the arbitration mechanism only to protected-group members.
willing to relinquish the remaining vestiges of the EAWD and embrace a just cause standard that applies to all of their employees.

This phenomenon, the voluntary closing of the circle of fair employment rights by extending just cause protection to Caucasian males, is the logical, unsurprising end result of the tacit decision by Congress not to legislate fair treatment in the workplace for all, but instead only to protect the equal employment opportunity rights of certain insular groups. If the increasing diversity of the American work force has not already led to the establishment of a recognizable de facto guarantee of just cause for the majority of American workers pursuant to the disparate treatment order and allocation of proof paradigm, it soon will. That reality, and the problematic nature of an employment policy that in operation denies only Caucasian males just cause protection and the right to challenge their discharges through arbitration might motivate at-will employers to reevaluate the true residual utility of the EAWD. Undoubtedly, moving away from the long-coveted discretion granted them by Wood’s Rule would prove a difficult task for many at-will employers. Nevertheless, at-will employers might conclude that the downside of surrendering what remains of the EAWD is actually outweighed by the gains to be realized by arbitrating statutory FEP and non-FEP wrongful discharge claims.